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Summary in Swedish
Under det så kallade Miljonprogrammet byggdes över en miljon bostäder I Stockholm. En
stor del av dessa har blivit upprustade men det är fortfarande väldigt många som ännu inte
har blivit åtgärdade. Allt eftersom dessa byggnationer har nått mogen ålder har många av
byggdelarna nått sina respektive tekniska livslängder och det har blivit dags att renovera upp
dessa. I en tid då miljöpåverkan är viktigt så är det lämpligt att inte bara utifrån pris besluta
vilken renoveringsmetod man bör använda utan även ta hänsyn till miljön. Ett av de tekniska
system som behöver rustas upp är husens avloppsledningar. Detta kan uppnås genom bland
annat traditionellt stambyte eller Cure-In-Place-Pipe lining (CIPP-lining).
Målet med den här studien är att undersöka och jämföra miljöpåverkan av traditionellt
stambyte kontra att använda sig av reliningsmetoden CIPP-lining genom att utföra en
livscykelanalys (LCA). Metoderna skiljer sig på det sättet att traditionellt stambyte demolerar
ytskikt och tar bort de gamla rören för att ersätta med nya för att sedan återställa ytskikten
medan CIPP-lining renoverar rören inifrån genom att vränga in en epoxybehandladliner med
hjälp av tryckluft som skapar ett nytt rör i det befintliga röret.
Syftet med studien har varit att på ett överskådligt och lättförstått sätt klargöra skillnader i
miljöpåverkan mellan de olika metoderna för att på så sätt även underlätta beslutsfattandet
hos enskilda bostadsinnehavare eller fastighetsägare som går i renoveringstankar.
Med vägledning av riktlinjerna i ISO-standarderna 14040 och 14044 har en korrekt
metodologi använts för att möjliggöra att nivån på detta arbete blir så högt som möjligt. I
kombination med programmet SimaPro som specifikt är utvecklat för att hantera skapandet
av olika former av livscykelanalyser och ISO standarderna har ett komplext system kunnat
utvärderats detaljerat.
Resultaten av studien visar att CIPP-lining överlag ger upphov till mindre miljöpåverkan än
det traditionella stambytet. Vid analys av 14 utvalda kategorier av miljöpåverkar visar det sig
att CIPP-lining är att föredra vid 13 fall och att traditionellt stambyte är att föredra i 1 fall.
Känslighetsanalysen visar vidare att resultatet ändras drastiskt beroende på hur mycket av
materialen och energin som används vid demolationen samt vid återuppbyggnaden av de
yttre lagren i badrummet man väljer att allokera till de nya avloppsrören.
Resultaten visar att för CIPP-lining så påverkar förbrukningsartiklar samt sammansättningen
av rörfodret överlag ungefär lika mycket medan energiförbrukningen inte påverkar
resultaten i så stor omsättning. För det traditionella stambytet visar resultaten att
förbrukningsartiklar har klart störst påverkan medan själva röret har minst påverkan på
resulatet.
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Summary in English
During the so-called “Miljonprogrammet”, over a million homes were built in Stockholm. As
the buildings mature, parts of the buildings reach their technical life times and it is time to
renovate them. At a time when the environmental impact of humans is a hot topic, it is
appropriate to take the environment into account when deciding upon which restoration
method to use. The sewage pipes are one of the important building parts in need of repair.
This can be achieved by for example traditional pipe replacement or Cure-In-Place-Pipes
(CIPP-lining).
The goal of this study is to investigate and compare the environmental impact of traditional
pipe replacement versus the use of the relining method CIPP lining by conducting a
comparative life cycle assessment (LCA). The methods differ in the way that traditional pipe
replacement demolishes the outer layers of the bathrooms and remove the old pipes to
replace with new and restore the surface layers while CIPP-lining renovates the pipes from
the inside with the use of a flexible liner.
The purpose of the study has been to clarify the differences in environmental impacts of the
different methods in a clear and easily understood way and thereby also simplify the
decision-making process of property owners in need of renovation.
With aid of the guidelines in ISO standards 14040 and 14044 a correct methodology has
been used to ensure that the level of this work will be as high as possible. In combination
with the software SimaPro specifically developed to handle the creation of various forms of
life cycle assessments and the ISO standards a complex system been analyzed in detail.
The results of the study show that CIPP-lining generally cause less environmental impacts
than the traditional pipe replacement method. The analysis of 14 selected impact categories
show that CIPP lining is preferable in 13 categories and that the traditional pipe replacement
is preferable in 1 category. The sensitivity analysis show that the results change drastically
depending on how much of the materials and energy used to demolish and reconstruct the
outer layers of the bathroom one chooses to allocate to the new sewer pipes.
The results show that the CIPP-lining results are dependent on the consumables and the
liner assembly processes while the energy usage of the production process does not have a
large impact on the results. For the traditional pipe replacement the results show that the
consumable process is clearly the biggest impact while the piping production inflicts the
least impact on the result.
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Definition of terms













Relining: A concept of renovating an old pipe by creating a new pipe inside it.
Relining is a collective name for the interior renovation of pipes with the use of
thermoset plastics.
CIPP Lining: Cured-in-Place Pipe refers to the principle where a resin-impregnated
liner hardens within the old pipe.
Traditional pipe replacement: Refers to the method of removing/demolish old layers
to be able to remove and replace old piping before rebuilding the outer layers again.
LCA: Life Cycle Assessment: LCA is a method of determining the total potential
environmental effects during a products life cycle. Usually referred to follow a
product from cradle to grave.
LCI: Life Cycle Inventory: An inventory of all the in- and outgoing components of
product or system of products.
LCIA: Life Cycle Impact Assessment: Process of describing the quantitative terms
obtained in the LCI into more easily understood parameters.
Normalization: Translating the results on each environmental impact category into
context of how the current pressure on the specific category is.
Technical life time: Time period during which an object with normal maintenance
can be used for the purpose it was constructed to do.
SimaPro: Advanced LCA software used to model and analyzing LCA projects.
Miljonprogrammet: The housing reform that took place in Sweden with the goal to
build over one million apartments during the time period of 1961-1975.
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1. Introduction
From early 1950s to late 1970s the rate of house expansion was high in Sweden. This was
enabled especially from the contribution of the “Miljonprogrammet” in which the politicians
had a goal to build one million apartments between 1961 and 1975 to meet the demands of
a growing population (Nationalencyklopedin, 2008). More specifically there were built
1 350 000 apartments between 1946 and 1975. In time, major maintenance actions are
needed for these buildings due to the deterioration and decay of both the inner- and outer
systems and materials (SBK, 2008).
The Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning - Boverket - which is a central
government authority for matter concerning for example built environment, the
construction and management of buildings, housing and housing finance conducted an
assembly of the renovation need for apartment buildings in 2003 (Boverket, 2013). Boverket
concluded at the time that around 400 000 of the 1 350 000 apartments had been renovated
to some extend and that the need for renovation was 25 000 apartments/year (SBK, 2008). A
considerable amount of apartments still needs renovation (VVS Företagen, 2009). A forecast
made 2014 concluded that 471 000 apartments are in need of renovation in the immediate
future (Lindqvist et al., 2013).

Picture 1: The area Rinkeby in Stockholm was built during 1968-1971 (Ellgaard, n.d.).
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Materials and systems characteristic
One of the things in need of renovation is the pipe systems of these buildings. Having old
and defect pipework means risks of leaks, floods and raised insurance costs (VVS Företagen,
2009). Wastewater pipes are subject to corrosion and accumulate corrosion products in the
form of sludge, solid particles
and the formation of rust and
graphite. Studies have shown
that the typical Swedish
wastepipes have an average
life-span of between 35.4 to
45.3 years (KIMAB, 2010),
depending on location within
the building and specific use.
The studies have shown that Picture 2: Wastewater pipe considerably damaged
the fastest corrosion occurs (Berglund, 2013)
for horizontal kitchen pipes while the slowest corrosion occurs for vertical and horizontal
bathroom pipes. (KIMAB, 2010)
Closely related to the pipework in a building is the bathroom and kitchen were most
wastewater pipes originate. The bathroom itself consists of layers and parts of different
materials that will have a range of expected technical life-times associated with them. In
some apartments the surface and sealing layers of the bathrooms are recently renovated
while the pipes are close to the end of life, which encourages the property owners to only
renovate the pipes leaving the other layers untouched. Another example could be where no
layers or pipes have been changed and where all the technical life-time have been
consumed. The most economically sound solution would then be to renovate the entire
bathroom including the pipe system using the traditional pipe replacement method (VVS
Företagen, 2009). In Table 1, estimated technical life-time of different building components
within the bathroom can be seen.
Table 1: Estimated technical life-time of different components (VVS Företagen, 2009).
Bulding component
Paint on plastered wall
Wastewater pipes of cast iron
Wasterwater pipes of PVC before 1974
Wastewater pipes of PVC after 1974
PVC-carpet on floor
Ceramic tile on floors with membrane isolation
Radiator and heat pipes of steel (sealed)
WC, wash basin, bath
Water pipes

2

Estimated technical life-time
10-15 years
30-60 years
20-30 years
30-50 years
20-25 years
30-40 years
> 80 years
30-35 years
30-60 years
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When the wastepipes have reached an age of around 30 years it is suitable to conduct a
condition assessment in order to establish current condition and future renovation need.
Reoccurring moisture damage and blocked wastewater systems are good indications that
the sewage pipes or surfaces have been worn down (KIMAB, 2010). Since the pipes from the
early 1950s, 1960s and 1970s are reaching ages of over 60, 50 and 40 years old, the
renovation need are in some cases urgent.
Wastewater pipe renovation
Renovating wastewater pipe system is an expensive and extensive project for the owner of
the properties since it involves demolition and renovation of the bathroom and parts of the
kitchen area. The owner has to conduct an assessment of the buildings overall need for
renovation as well as decisions to choose short-term or long-term solutions including an
economic analysis of the options available (Klintberg et al., 2011). Today there are several
ways to go, however; traditional pipe replacement and Cure-In-Place-Pipe liners (CIPP-lining)
are amongst others two of the most common methods in Sweden.

Figure 1: Expected technical life lengths of parts and materials of a typical bathroom
built during 1950s to 1975s as stated in Table 1. (Klintberg et al., 2011) [Modified
2013-12-19]
The relatively young technology CIPP-lining was invented 1971 in London by Eric Wood.
Although the method itself was used in the early 1970s for communal ground pipes, it is
considered to be a new method within the housing industry originating from the early 1990s
3
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(SABO, 2013). The first and most common liners were applied into ground constructions
such as pipes, culverts and other typically large dimensioned pipes. A more recent
development with refined relining methods and materials made it possible to go down in
dimension and make tools more flexible in order to establish a market for the housing
industry (SSTT, 2011). The large-scale and never ending market of pipe renovation and the
advantages relining can offer their clients encouraged the start of new relining companies as
well as the expansion of current. Up to date, relining companies are independent actors as
well as collaborators with traditional pipe replacement companies. Tests have proven that
the technical life length of relining can be up to 50 years for the material itself. However,
these tests have not proven that the material will last 50 years in the chemical environment
(Klintberg et al., 2011).
Environmental awareness increases
An increasing awareness of the environment has forced the formation of organizations,
companies and government agencies to deal with the human footprint on our nature. In the
field of pipe renovation methods within the housing industry environmental effects have not
been adequately studied. A bachelor thesis report from Uppsala University conclude that the
matter of environment impacts of different pipe replacement methods in the housing
industry needs further studies (Landberg and Nilsson, 2012).

4
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2. Purpose and objectives
This report is the last and final part of a Master of Science degree in Civil, Environmental and
Natural Resources Engineering. It is written within the Division of Environmental Strategies
Research (FMS) and will focus on learning about how specific human activities and behavior
can affect and disrupt the environment.
Nowadays, property owners consider which renovation option delivers the specific product
they need, how much it costs and how it will affect the residents. The specific need of the
study is to fill in the knowledge gap of how the pipe replacement methods affect the
environment to aid both the decision makers but also to educate the residents and the
general public.
This report will focus on the environmental aspect of traditional pipe replacement and the
CIPP-lining renovation methods. A comparative life cycle assessment (LCA) will be conducted
by following the ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 rules and recommendations for the different
steps in an LCA. The LCA will be done with the use of the Sima Pro advanced LCA toolset and
the associated databases as it is one of the most well-known and sophisticated software
used for this purpose up to this date (section 4.1).
The intention of this comparative LCA is to objectively and transparently investigate, analyze
and compare the potential environmental impacts of choosing either the traditional pipe
replacement or the CIPP lining method for renovating the sewage pipes of a property. A
case-study will act as a reference renovation object.
The goal is to attempt to use complete and accurate data as far as possible in order to create
realistic models of the two methods as well as a fair comparison between them.
Reservations due to the nature of a master thesis, it is both time and resource limited, needs
to be done.
The application of the study is to equip property owners with another dimension of
knowledge when deciding which type of pipe renovation method to choose. The results will
be delivered in a way that it can connect with an inexperienced audience as well as to
experts.
The overall goals of the study are:





To perform an inventory of all processes and inputs for two different renovation
methods; CIPP lining and traditional pipe replacement as applied on a reference
renovation project.
To compare the environmental impacts of the two different pipe renovation
methods.
To identify the pipe renovation method making the largest contribution to the total
environmental impact.

5
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To communicate the results in an objective and meaningful way, easily understood
by both experts and a more inexperienced audience.

Assumptions will be made which can be questioned and discussed as well as the fact that
methods will be refined in the future. The thesis will however be a step in the right direction
in the field of choosing the most environmentally friendly solution to renovating waste
water pipes with poor condition and will be informative and helpful to decision-makers and
experts within the field of CIPP-lining and the industry of traditional pipe replacement as
well as single property owners.

2.1.

General delimitations

This thesis work will focus on the branch of relining called CIPP-lining when comparing it to
the traditional way of renovating pipes. Although material usages and tools used sometimes
are similar to other branches of relining, no direct conclusion will be made of relining in
general. It will strictly be comparing methods used for renovation within the housing
industry and no conclusions of how the methods for larger scale pipes can be made.
The results might not be directly used outside the borders of Sweden without an analysis of
how the differences in infrastructure impact the result. The infrastructural differences of
how the buildings are built, standard dimensions of materials and pipes as well as general
infrastructure such as road, average truck fleet and energy mix will follow Swedish
standards.

6
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3. Literature review
Previous work in the field of an environmental impact comparison between CIPP lining and
traditional pipe replacement are rare, however some similar projects have been found. Two
degree projects have dealt with the matter, one from Uppsala University and one from
Chalmers University, both made 2012. More recently, a study concerning the environmental
effects of the relining method used by Proline AB has been conducted by the company
SWEREA AB. In addition, a degree project by students from the Royale Institute of
Technology in Stockholm in 2014 analyzed the energy efficiency during the renovation of
real estate. This section will include a short summary of each study.
The degree project made in Uppsala (Landberg and Nilsson, 2012) is directly connected to
the topic of this thesis. Assumptions were made to exclude the removal and replacement of
the top and upper layers of the flooring and wall materials which needs to be demolished to
extract the old pipes and reveal the pipe trench during the traditional pipe replacement from
the system boundary of the LCA. Gustav Landberg and Daniel Nilsson emphasizes that
whether or not to include the replacement of these materials can both be rationalized and
accepted with a reasonable discussion on the details of why.
Assumptions were made that the material used for the construction of the relined pipes
were made out of only concrete and water due to privacy concern with the data source
supplier.
A difference between the scope of their work and this thesis was that the calculations were
made on renovation of the water pipes, not the waste water pipes. The results revealed that
a lot of the environmental impacts due to energy usage could be recovered during the
recycle of the copper used for the water pipes. This can be expected to be changed
considerably since most waste water pipes are made out of cast iron from the time period
studied. The LCA conducted was a simplified LCA and the chosen impact categories
investigated was human health, ecosystem quality and resource depletion.
The goal with the degree project was to act as an aiding complement when property owners
were to decide upon which method to go for. They concluded that the matter of choosing
pipe renovation method is a complex issue and that the environmental aspect is only one of
many to consider. Renovation method is situation-specific and sometimes one of the
methods is preferable and other times the other one, mostly depending on the condition of
the outer layers. The recommendation is to use the two methods as a complement of each
other. (Landberg and Nilsson, 2012)
The major results gained from the thesis work in Chalmers University indicates that relining
in general is probably positive for the environment due to the low material usage compared
to traditional pipe replacement. Further, the thesis concludes that the level of Bisphenol A
within the relining material is not proved to be directly dangerous for humans and should
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not be banned. This conclusion is based upon the reports of Karolinska Institutet (Ceesay,
2014) and the Swedish Chemicals Agency (Kemikalie inspektionen, 2011).
Another aspect discussed is the life length of the relining. Although research upon the
material show that it should last for over 50 years this is not an insurance that the relining in
field will actually do (Nimmerfors, 2012). Some relining methods are however approved
according to the applicable European standard SS – EN 1610 and EN 1055 claiming a
technical life time of at least 50 years (Halling, 2015).
The goal of the work made by SWEREA was to analyze the relining method used by Proline
and to give them input on how they could change their process to be more environmentally
friendly. The result showed that the parts having the largest impact were the acetone
consumption, the used plastics and the associated transport. The results indicated that
impacts of using a traditional pipe replacement could be as high as 4-8 times higher as that
of using relining, depending on the technical life-length of considered materials. (SWEREA,
2014)
The degree project made by students from the Royale Institute of Technology in Stockholm
is the most similar project of the discussed ones. This can partly be explained by the fact that
the supervisor consulted me on my work before they conducted their research; however,
they finished their work earlier. The paper compares the energy efficiency of renovating a
single bathroom with either relining or traditional pipe replacement. The factors that the
results are based upon are the energy usage, the release of carbon dioxide equivalent and
the material usages of the systems.
Results show that traditional pipe replacement inflicts larger impacts on the environment
than relining. The conclusion is that relining is the most environmentally friendly method of
these two. The main contributors to the impact on environment are the material extraction
and transportation meanwhile the production itself did less impact (Wall and Nilsen, 2014).

3.1.

Reflections on literature review

During the literature research the main goal was to find similar projects made in Sweden due
to the fact that Sweden is one of the most developed countries within the field of CIPP-lining
within the housing industry. CIPP-lining in general is common in countries all around the
world, but the specific methods developed for pipes with smaller dimension is not that
common. One of the reasons for that might be the consistency of Swedish pipework
compared to other countries. Attempts were made on finding sources from outside of
Sweden as well with little success. These attempts were limited to works made in either
Swedish or English.
Based upon the only thesis done on the exactly same topic and on the topic on relining in
general it seems that this field of study needs more research. The thesis work made in
Uppsala describes one relining method that is not using the same material or technique as
the one in this thesis. It also lacks in the assumptions made, for example when they decided
8
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to remove the sealing- and outer layer materials from the equation for the traditional pipe
replacement. They also compared the relining of tap water pipes in this study which is in
practice much rarer than relining of waste water pipes.
This literature study has concluded that none of the mentioned reports organized the LCA
using the guidelines in the ISO-standards 14040/14044. In addition, the LCA made by
SWEREA AB is of the consequential type meaning it is concentrated upon the relining part
and the changes that can be made on the method to environmentally improve and focuses
on analyzing these changes.
The literature review further clarifies that the exact same topic does not seem to have been
covered before. One of the gaps is the lack of proper handling of the disposal scenarios of
the different materials and the impact these will have on the overall result. Section 5.4 will
describe up to date standards of handling common waste from construction sites.
Additionally, this thesis will use more detailed inventory data and will study more impact
categories.
Another reason of providing more knowledge in the area of sewage pipe renovation is that
projects concerning environmental renovation most often concern the energy efficiency of
the building envelops. This report will therefore strive to broaden the discussion of
environmental friendly renovations.
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4. Methodology
This section will describe the methodology used to conduct the study.
In general, the thesis will follow the iterative process shown below:
Planning, meetings,
preparations

Earlier work
Methodology
Literature study
LCA
Processes
Expressions

Aarsleff
Rörteknik AB

Inventory
Flowchart
Data collection

MVB ÖST AB

Can the
inventory and
flowchart be
accepted?

No!

Yes!

SimaPro modelling
ReCiPe(H) Midpoint
Impact assessment

Result
Conclusion
Recommendation

Figure 2: Methodology of the study
Before going into depth into the methodology of the renovation methods, an overview of
current LCA methodology will be given.

4.1.

Life Cycle Assessment

A Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) can be described as a process as well as a model. The main
concept of the model is that every step of a products life cycle is investigated and analyzed
in order to identify and quantify the potential environmental loads it causes. It is important
to emphasize that the results will be showing potential environmental impacts and not the
absolute, since the method and calculations are subject to uncertainty, assumptions and
delimitations. The model is described as following a product “from the cradle to the grave”
or in other words from raw material acquisition to waste management.

10
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The LCA methodology has been standardized by the ISO 14040 and 14044 standards which
provide guidelines and rules for conducting a proper LCA. The ISO 14040 defines an LCA as:
“LCA is a technique for assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts
associated with a product by:




Compiling an inventory of relevant inputs and outputs of a product system;
Evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with those inputs and
outputs
Interpreting the results of the inventory analysis and impact assessment phases in
relation to the objectives of the study.” (ISO, 2006a, p.iii)

The ISO 14040 describes the principles and framework while the ISO 14044 describes the
requirements and guidelines for an LCA considering:









The goal and scope definition
The Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)-phase
The Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)-phase
Interpretation of the LCA
Accounting and the critical review of the LCA
Limitation of the LCA study
Connections between the different LCA phases
Terms for the application of measurement bases and optional elements of the LCA.

The ISO 14044 replaced the old ISO 14041-14043 covering the same topic and is instead
consolidated into one single ISO document. By following the guidelines in the ISO
documents, an LCA can be conducted by following the four steps; goal and scope, inventory
analysis, impact assessment and interpretation (Figure 3).

Inventory analysis

Interpretation

Goal and scope

Impact
assessment

Figure 3: The LCA process. The three main steps are continuously interpreted (ISO, 2006a).
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The process of LCA acts to describe the framework for how LCA studies are being done and
interpreted. The first step is to establish a goal and scope for the LCA. Then an inventory
analysis is performed followed by an impact assessment. During all of the steps
interpretation needs to be done continuously in order to ensure that the model and the
overall LCA corresponds to what is set during the goal and scope stage and vice versa.
Goal and scope
During the goal and scope stage, the product to study and the purpose of the study is
determined. In line with the ISO 14040 standard this section should include the reason of
conducting the study, the intended application as well as specify to whom the results should
be communicated to. It is important to clearly describe this section due to the fact that the
rest of the study is built upon this. (Baumann and Tillman, 2004)
Further, this section should include system boundaries, types of considered environmental
impacts as well as the level of detail and data quality of the study. Another requirement is to
clearly establish the specification of the modeling.
During the goal and scope section, a functional unit (FU) for the object analyzed needs to be
decided upon. This means that the function of the object should be expressed in
quantitatively terms as a functional unit in order to enable comparison between objects with
the same function.
Life cycle inventory
The LCI includes collecting and building up the model as specified in the goal and scope
definition of the study. This part of an LCA includes the construction of a flowchart according
to the goal and scope, data collection of necessary inputs/outputs (activities) of the system
and the calculation of these data to correspond to the functional unit of the system. It is
important to properly document the source of data as well as how it is used and calculated
according the functional unit in this step. Transparency is the key to a successful LCA.
Life cycle impact assessment
The LCIA aims to describe the potential environmental impacts as calculated during the
inventory analysis. In short, the LCIA will try to translate the quantitative terms obtained in
the LCI into more easily understood parameters which most people can relate to. According
to ISO 14044, mandatory elements of the LCIA consist of:




“selection of impact categories, category indicators and characterization models;
Assignment of LCI results to the selected impact categories (classification);
Calculation of category indicator results (characterization).” (ISO, 2006b, p.16)
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Further, the optional elements of an LCIA are declared as:






“normalization: calculating the magnitude of category indicator results relative to
reference information;
Grouping: sorting and possibly ranking of the impact categories;
Weighting: converting and possibly aggregating indicators results across impact
categories using numerical factors based on value-choices; data prior to weighting
should remain available;
Data quality analysis: better understanding the reliability of the collection of indicator
results, the LCIA profile. “ (ISO, 2006b, p.20-21)

The grouping and weighting process is however not allowed while conducting a comparative
LCA since those are connected to subjectivity.
The LCIA methods available is used to convert emissions, material and energy usages from
the input of the model. There are two widely used LCIA methods, one that is midpointoriented and one that is endpoint-oriented. The midpoint-oriented method converts the
input information such as emissions, energy usages and material extractions into impact
categories at a midpoint level (etc. climate change, eutrophication) while an endpointoriented method converts these into impact categories at an endpoint level with direct
human impacts. The midpoint-method is often referred to as being problem-oriented while
the endpoint-method is damage-oriented. The difference can be seen as the midpointmethod concentrates on mid-stage effects on the cause-effect chain of the different inputs
in the system while the endpoint-method concentrates on final effects. Depending on the
purpose of the LCA the two methods can both be correct and useful in their own ways. Often
endpoint impact categories are easier to understand for decision-makers but do have a
higher uncertainty related to it than the midpoint impact categories.
ReCiPe midpoint (H) LCIA method was chosen for this thesis. ReCiPe is built upon the
Ecoindicator 99 and the CML Handbook on LCA (PRé, 2015). There are 18 impact categories
associated and calculated for the method but this number can be decreased if some of them
are deemed irrelevant for the specific LCA-project at hand.
Normalization
The normalization process is used to put the result retrieved from a study on each
environmental impact category into context. Even though it can be interesting comparing
the two renovation methods against each other, it will be even more useful to being able to
transform the results using a reference situation on how the current pressure is on each of
the environmental impact categories. The normalization values represent the average yearly
emission or consumption of one person globally.
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The process will also help identifying those environmental impact categories which can be
overlooked and removed from the result and discussion section due to insignificant
contribution considering the normalized results.
Interpretation
Continuously interpretation is needed to ensure that the model developed is consistent with
the goal and scope definition and that the data obtained is the most accurate one.
Interpretation according to the ISO 14044 standard describes a number of tasks that can be
performed in order to ensure the results are supported by the data. This includes for
example a sensitivity analysis (PRé, 2014).

4.2.

Collection and handling of information

During the initial phase of the study, CIPP-lining and traditional pipe replacement
construction sites were visited. The visits consisted of interviews with responsible site
managers and constructors. Representatives considering CIPP-lining was Nicko Klovus and
Krister Larsson from Aarsleff Rörteknik AB and representatives considering traditional pipe
replacement was Anders Binett and Joel Wangenborg.
Literature studies on the two methods were made parallel with on-site visits to the case
study object as well as representative project elsewhere. The methods were modeled by a
simple flowchart to describe the main processes of them both. All associated input and
output flows were added with the use of the simple flowchart as a basis. The system
boundaries further decided what to include and exclude in the models before finalizing the
flowcharts.
In order to establish the flowcharts of the two renovation methods (Figure 6, page 31 and
Figure 7, page 32) the first step was to understand the workflow and processes concerning
them. The on-site visits started with a general description of the construction methodology
that was given by the site managers. The quantity numbers and estimates on material and
machinery usages were noted and detailed information regarding product and machinery
manufacturers were investigated and written down.
The visits on site were made to confirm written documentation of the two methods as well
as to gain deeper understanding of the processes before investigating them further. This
made it possible to see every step of the processes and is the basis of section 5.2 and 5.3.
After the interviews a tour of the construction site was made and documented.
The site managers did in some cases provide exact material consumptions with the help
protocols for material usages which they consistently followed up upon. In some cases only
the type of material used was communicated and the total consumption was later calculated
using manufacturer information.
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Product manufacturers were asked to provide factory locations and the data on distances
and types of transportation used for the different products were estimated using the
webpages Google Maps (Google, 2013) and Cargo Router (CargoRouter, 2013).
Communications were all too often slow with some of the suppliers which made this step an
on-going process with the overall work on the rest of the study. Some suppliers did not want
to reveal exact contents to protect their product. These were then estimated either in
discussion with the supplier or by conducting research on the product.
Data gained from the visit, literature review and contacts with manufacturers were then
validated, interpreted and changed as problems arose. This was an iterative process which
continued until satisfying quality of the results was obtained. The resulting inventory can be
seen in Appendix A.
The CIPP-lining inventory was sorted between consumables used on the construction site
during the installation of the liner, the production energy (electricity and fuel of machinery)
used during the installation and the production of the dry liner assembly at the factory.
The traditional pipe replacement inventory was sorted between consumables and operation
energy (electricity and fuel of machinery) used during the entire renovation as well as the
piping material produced at factory.
Areas, dimensions and lengths that were used for calculations were bathroom area (sq. m),
bathroom circumference (m), bathroom height (m), and protected parts of the apartment
for the different methods (m) (Table 2). Data were measured using the PDF-analyzing
software Bluebeam by importing the drawings and programming them for the correct
scale/measure ratio. The protected part of the apartment differs between the methods due
to the extent of protection against spillage of epoxy during installation.
Table 2: Measurements of the reference object
Measurement

Result

Total bathroom area

140 square meter

Total bathroom circumference

280 meter

Estimated bathroom height

2.5 meter

Protected parts in length (CIPP-lining)

345 meter

Protected parts in length (Traditional)

230 meter
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The following ranking of the ways of collecting data was used to ensure high quality data for
the inventory database:
.1. Documentations of products such as product data sheets, declaration of
construction as well as safety data sheets.
.2. Information gained from site managers.
.3. Direct communication with the manufacturer.
.4. Calculations based on assumptions.
.5. Complete estimations
The model of the project was then built up in the LCA software SimaPro and data obtained
was implemented continuously. The obtained data from the inventory process was then
modelled with a corresponding material, energy type or transportation in SimaPro. These
were then calculated by the software in accordance with the input specification decided.
Since the study is of the comparative type, environmental and physical indifferences will be
modeled. This means that areas where both renovation methods will use and/or demolish
the same material will be neglected. Only method-specific materials and entries to the
existing house will be modeled. For example this means that the house itself will not be
considered in the disposal scenarios. The materials removed from renovating the bathrooms
and kitchen by the different methods will not be modeled since these materials would either
way be demolished in the end-of-life of the building. Instead, the equipment used for
demolishing them will be modeled together with the new material used in the production of
the bathroom and kitchen. This is because these materials are renovation method-specific
and is what differs between the two methods.
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5. Wastewater pipe renovation
This section will first introduce the reference object for the study. Secondly, it will describe
the chosen renovation methods in detail. Further, it will declare the final product differences
of CIPP-lining and traditional pipe replacement in order to enable relevant discussions for
allocation procedures in section 6.

5.1.

Reference object

A case study has been chosen with the goal to be representative of the majority of Swedish
households. A typical tower block-house built during the period of 1950-1975 in Uppsala was
chosen to serve this task. The property owners have contracted the CIPP lining company
Aarsleff Rörteknik AB to renovate the wastewater pipe systems of their nine houses in the
area. One of these houses has been chosen and during the time of the renovation, data has
been collected by both measuring, interviews and protocols on site. Drawings of the building
have been used together with interviews with the building company MVB Öst AB in order to
investigate the hypothetical material and resource use of the traditional pipe replacement
method.
The housing association Årsta was founded
during the 1960s in Uppsala, Sweden. At this
time, municipal land allocation for
construction of residential housing occurred
and the land was divided between some of
the major building contractors. By creating
the company Fyrisbyggen AB, the major
private building contractors could plan and
build on the same area. The three companies,
Fredlunds, Roos and Rosander was
contracted to build one part of the projected
area each, each consisting of four houses.
Planning permission was granted late in 1968
and the first houses were ready for
occupancy in 1969 (BRF Årsta, 2014). This
thesis will use one of these houses as a
reference object. The house chosen for the
study is located at Fyrislundsgatan 52.

Figure 4: Location of case object in relation to
The building holds 29 apartments in 6 stories Stockholm, Sweden.
excluding the basement. The entrance level holds three apartments with three rooms each
and one apartment with two rooms. The other 5 floors consist of the same apartments as on
the entrance level except there is an extra apartment with one room (Appendix B).
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CIPP-lining

The term CIPP lining refers to “Cure-in-Place Pipe” which is a reference to the use of resinimpregnated flexible liners which is everted inside the old pipe which within given time cures
and acts as a new pipe inside the old one. In this thesis, the relining method with CIPP lining
will be dealt with and described more thoroughly.
Common to the CIPP liners is that they are made out of felt or glass cloth impregnated with
resin. The resin can be made of polyester, epoxy or other materials depending on the
application. The liners can be applied to pipes with as small dimensions as 50 mm which is a
common dimension for pipes connected to sinks (Larsson and Klovus, 2013).
The CIPP lining steps within the case study will be presented below in order to give a
background to, and fully explain the material and energy usages used for the final product.
Step 1 - Preparations
The procedure starts with
some simultaneous steps.
First, the old pipes are
disassembled in the kitchen
and bathrooms of the
apartments. The pipe system
is then gutted and flushed by
an
authorized
flushing
company. The gutting process
requires a screwdriver, a wire
and a chain to work. The
flushing process requires a car Picture 3: Covered floor with disassembled bathroom pipes
with the possibility to (Berglund, 2013)
pressurize water, using a high-pressure unit. This water is transported through a hose
where it leaves the system through a nozzle at the end. After the pipes are cleaned they are
inspected with a camera to ensure the pipes are clean enough to install the liners in. When
this step is done, the water is disconnected and the old pipes in the basement are
disconnected so that the entire pipe system is open.
Meanwhile, protective cardboard is laid out on the floor in the apartments and attached
with the use of tape. The areas protected would be the paths from the entrance to the
bathroom as well as the entrance to the kitchen sink.
In few of the apartments, a slot in the wall need to be made with a reciprocating saw due to
the nature of the vertical main pipes in the building. This could be the result of too many
bends or too long pipes, whereas two or three installations need to be done instead of one.
Material for the restoration of this wall is then needed.
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A provisory sink with water is setup in the stairwell. An air hose system from a compressor in
a trailer parked outside to all the installation points (all apartments) are setup.
The last step before any installation process can start is to pierce the floor drains with the
use of a hole saw and a screwdriver in the apartments. This is due to the fact that the
flexible liners cannot be installed through the stench trap of the floor drain. The liner needs
a clear path to the start of the pipe.
Step 2 – Installation main vertical piping
The installation of the main vertical piping
starts with the measuring of the old pipe with
a camera in order to ensure full coverage of
the liner. An appropriate piece of liner used
for the vertical piping is then cut off. The
correct amount of resin and hardener is then
mixed in a bucket underneath a ventilation
cabinet with an electrical mixer. The end of
the liner is then sealed with tape. In front of
the end, a small hole is cut open on one side
of the liner where a vacuum suction is placed.
Meanwhile, the front is folded so that no air
can re-enter the liner. Once the liner is
emptied on air, the front is opened and the
epoxy-mix is then poured into the liner. In
order to ensure the entire liner contains equal
amount of thermoset plastic mix, a roller is
used to press the liner ensuring the same
thickness is maintained for the entire length.
Once the liner is impregnated, a loop made Picture 4: Rolled dry liner in installation
out of rope is made and cinched with a hose van (Berglund, 2013)
clamp. The sharp edges of the hose clamp are then covered by tape.
The impregnated liner is then furled into a canon by tying a belt connected to the inner axis
of the canon to the loop created on the liner. During this process, a lubricant is continuously
applied on the liner. Once the liner is wrapped around the axis of the cannon, the end of the
liner is everted around the mouth of the canon with the help of a hose clamp. Once the
canon is aimed at the old pipe, compressed air is applied which twists the lining into the old
pipe. The compressor will be connected to the canon and the liner under the entire
installation to ensure that the liner is pressed against the wall of the old piping. The liner
then undergoes a chemical procedure, curing, which makes the liner hard, creating a new
pipe inside the old one. This process is temperature-dependent and will take roughly 8-12
hours.
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When the liner is installed and hardened
it will cover some connected pipes from
within the apartments. A cutting tool is
used to open these connections. The
sharp cutter head rotates with the help
of compressed air and the camera,
steering and the display of the unit uses
electricity.
During this step, screwdrivers, gloves,
cloths, preliners, scrubs and protective
equipment
are
frequently
used
throughout the entire installation.
Step 3 – Installation of Hat profiles
Where the vertical main piping connects Picture 5: The cutter tool working on a connection
to a horizontal pipe and where this (Berglund, 2013)
horizontal pipe is further connected to an incoming other horizontal pipe, hat profiles are
necessary to ensure the homogeneity of the new pipe system.
The installation of a hat profiles start with the preparation of the hat liner. Depending on the
main pipe dimension and the connecting pipe dimension, a fitting hat liner is chosen. These
hat liners are everted with the coating material on the inside and the polyester material on
the outside. Protective plastic cover is put on a bench with the liner placed on top of it.
Grease is the applied on the inside, on the coating, of the hat liner.
The next part is to prepare the hat profile tool. This is done by applying grease on the entire
tool. The correct amount of resin and hardener is mixed according to the same procedure as
described in Step 2. The use of a bucket, a ventilation cabinet and an electrical mixer is
needed. The epoxy-mix is then poured on the hat liner and manually processed so that the
entire liner is impregnated with the correct amount of epoxy. The liner is then pulled on to
the tool, which shrinks with the help of a vacuum suction and strapped on place with the
use of stripes and electrical tape.
The hat liner is then installed by connecting the hat tool to air hoses and pulled/pushed into
place with the aid of a camera to ensure correct installation. Compressed air is then applied
ensuring the liner to be pressed against the wall of the old piping. The liner then undergoes
the same chemical procedure as described in step 2.
During this step, gloves, scrubs and cloths are frequently used throughout the entire
installation.
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Step 4 – Installation of apartment pipes
The installation begins with the
measuring of the main horizontal pipe
of the system (either from the kitchen,
WC or the floor drain) with the use of
a camera. An appropriate piece of
liner is cut off and the epoxy is mixed
as described in Step 2 above. The
procedure
follows
the
same
description except this liner will have
two opened ends instead of one. Picture 6: Liner installation with a small canon
Once the liner is impregnated it is put (Berglund, 2013)
in a smaller canon and fastened at the opening with a hose clamp. The liner is installed in
the pipe using compressed air and then released from the canon, leaving the liner without
pressure within the pipe system.
A camera is pushed through the liner to ensure it is not too long covering the main vertical
pipe.
A lubricant is applied in the opening section of the liner in order to easily push a calibration
bag consisting of silicone inside of the liner. The calibration bag is then pressurized to
expand the liner pushing against the wall of the pipe. Once the liner is cured, a cutting tool is
used to open the connecting pipes covered by the liner. This type of cutting tool is manual
and requires only compressed air to function. Once the laterals are opened, the connecting
pipes can be relined with the same method, except the pipe from the sinks. This liner will
have only one open end while the other is sealed with tape, a hose clamp and a loop of
rope.
Once all liners are installed and the pipe openings are manually processed, the floor drain is
painted with an epoxy paint ensuring a sealing layer.
During this step, screwdrivers, gloves, cloths, scrubs and protective equipment are
frequently used throughout the entire installation.
Step 5 – Disposal
The consumables used during the installation are collected on site and is roughly sorted.
Containers are available during the whole construction phase and are continuously emptied.
Waste is handled as described in section 5.4.
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Traditional pipe replacement

Traditional pipe replacement and renovation of bathrooms are closely connected. In order
to replace the old pipes the outer layers of the rooms need to be broken or pierced. Partial
repairs of wet rooms are possible but will increase the risk of failing the waterproofing.
Therefore, an entire renovation of the bathroom is needed. The goal with this renovation is
that the bathroom and the associated pipe installations should last for another technical lifetime as described in Table 1Error! Reference source not found..
A vastly 150 years ago, 27th of April 1861, the first tap water system was introduced in
Sweden. Accompanied by the first plan of handling the wastewater introduced in 1866 a
network of pipes was produced and grew increasingly fast (Vatten, 2011). As time passed,
the technical life-span of these pipes was soon exhausted and the renovation need was
present.
The traditional method of pipe replacement has been used since the renovation of the first
pipes thus it was the only available method at those times to remove and replace the
function of old pipes and it has been dominating the market ever since. There were simply
no other options available at that time. The method is reliable since the bad parts are
removed and replaced with brand new.
Step 1 – Preparations
The first step of a traditional pipe replacement is to
cover up the floors and door openings with
protective cardboard and a plastic cover as a
protection against dust and damages. To make the
plastic and cardboard stay in place, tape is used. A
dust-trap is setup in each apartment and a
provisory sink with water is setup in the stairwell.
Step 2 – Demolition
When the entire inventory is covered up, the
demolition can start. The bathrooms and parts of
the kitchen are dismantled with the use of
screwdrivers and force. When all the necessary
parts
are
dismantled,
rotary
hammers,
reciprocating saws and a flex machine are used to
demolish the surface layers on the walls and floors.
In the bathroom, everything is demolished
including the tiles, clinkers and PVC-floor if existing.
The connections between each floor are perforated
Picture 7: A totally demolished
with a core drill for an easier installation of the new
bathroom (Berglund, 2013)
pipes. Since the kitchens are only partially
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dismantled in order to reduce the restoration need, only a small fraction of the floor and
walls are demolished to expose the old pipes. When the old pipes are exposed, they are
removed leaving holes for the new pipes.
The demolished material is then roughly sorted although the majority of it is removed using
hose connected to a truck with a vacuum suction unit in it. An additional industrial vacuum
cleaner is also used. Before the reconstruction phase begins, a dehumidifier is placed in
every apartment to ensure a dry environment throughout the entire reconstruction.
Step 3 – Reconstruction
The first step of the reconstruction
is to install the new pipes in the
property, made of either PVC or cast
iron (MA). The horizontal pipes are
put in place with patching material
meanwhile the vertical pipes are
fixated on to the surround wall with
metal clips.
When the new pipes are in place,
new walls and the ceiling are built Picture 8: Fixation of horizontal wastewater pipes
up beginning with a layer of plaster (Berglund, 2013)
using a plaster machine. Plaster is sprayed on the areas equally and is then grinded down.
The next step is the casting of the floor. Using a mixer and a material pump, a first layer of a
mixture of concrete and expandable polystyrene (EPS) is poured out on the floor. As soon as
this layer is dry, screed is mixed in the same way and applied to the flooring as a second
layer ensuring a completely leveled floor.
Once the flooring is hardened, a sticky primer is applied to make sure the waterproofing
material sticks to all of the areas in the room. Directly after, the waterproofing layer is
applied and let to dry. Fix is then applied on the parts of the room which is going to have
tiles and clinker on it. This is done by mixing water and the dry fix powder with a mixer and
applying it with a tile shovel. The tiles and clinkers are then applied on the fix and are let to
dry. Once dry, grout is applied in the area between the tiles and clinker plates. A wetted
sponge is then used to ensure equal depth of the grout. Meanwhile, paint is applied on the
ceiling.
The walls, floor and ceiling are now finished and new fittings can be installed. This is the last
process of the renovation.
The affected walls and floors of the kitchen is renovated using the same principles but will
not receive new tiles and clinkers. If broken down only the broken parts will be replaced
using patching materials such as plasterboards and concrete.
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Gloves, water and other consumables are used
throughout the process.
Step 3 – Disposal
Sorting will occur on-site during the whole
construction phase and waste will be transported
away continuously. Containers sorting plastic,
metal, mineral masses and gypsum are available
during the whole project. Waste is handled as
described in section 5.4.

5.4.

Waste Disposal

Waste from the two pipe renovation methods are
handled on site in the same manner. They are
roughly sorted on site and transported away from
the construction site as the containers are filled
up. Within the boundaries of an LCA it is
important to handle the complete life cycle of the
investigated product from cradle to grave and
therefore to include the waste disposal as well.
The main waste category disposal will be
addressed under this section and will be used as a Picture 9: Bathroom with tiles on the
walls (Berglund, 2013)
basis for constructing the disposal scenarios during
the modelling stage (Table 6). The Swedish Construction Federation has published waste
guidelines for construction and demolition work (Byggindustrier, 2015). This section is based
on the revised version of this document published in March 2015.
Hazardous waste
Waste is collected in certain containers before being transported to a high-temperature
incineration facility. The energy and heat content of the waste is extracted and the
remaining ash residue is sent to a certified landfill for hazardous waste (SITA, 2015).
Burnable content
Burnable content from the construction sites are collected and sent to a close by
incineration plant for heat and energy extraction. This fraction contains products that do not
require any additional energy input to burn (SITA, 2015).
Mineral masses
The majority of mineral masses from construction sites in Sweden (53 %) are recycled whilst
the remaining part (47 %) is labelled as “unknown treatment”. The most probable end of life
scenario is backfilling on site or on other construction sites (Maria et al., 2014).
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Landfill material
Tiles, bricks and other unsorted construction material are usually disposed of at landfills for
non-hazardous waste. The waste send for landfills are typically made out of a mixture of
wood, insulation, bricks, tiles, concrete and gravel (Maria et al., 2014).
Gypsum
Gypsum based products from construction and renovation are typically in the form of plaster
or plasterboards. Either they are made out of natural or synthetic gypsum. Gypsum is
considered to be 100 % recyclable in theory, however in practice it is more likely that
plasterboards can be sorted on site whilst plaster which is applied in a more liquid form will
probably be mixed with the rest of the construction waste during demolition (Maria et al.,
2014). Gypsum waste from building demolition should be sent to a recycling plant. Gypsum
can easily be recycled by fragmentation to fractions with small dimensions which can replace
the virgin gypsum material. If it is not feasible to recycle the gypsum due to for example the
distance to the recycle plant it should be landfilled (SITA, 2015).
Wastewater
Water released from various operations on a construction site is transported to a waste
water treatment plant. The contaminated water is purified through mechanical-, biological
and chemical treatment before it is released out in specific recipient bodies (SVAB, 2015).
Thermoset plastics
Thermoset plastics such as epoxy are manufactured by the mixing of two or more
components that cures and hardens by either heat or UV-radiation. Unlike thermoplastics
they are exceptionally heat- and shape resistant and cannot be mechanically recycled. The
thermoset plastics complex molecule structure is made out of cross-linked molecules thus
creating hard bonds to each other. They can potentially be re-used as fillers once pulverized
in a fragmentation plant however this option is often not feasible due to the economically
cheap substitutions on the market. Thermoset plastics are usually sent to high-temperature
incineration plants. The alternative, hazardous landfills are currently to costly due to
increased awareness and tougher legislation for landfills. (Jefferson et al., 2009)
Pipes
The Nordiska Plaströrsgruppen (the “Nordic Plasticpipegroup”) started a recycle system
including the collection and recovery of the spillage of plastic pipes in Sweden in 1996. The
recovered pipes are sorted, washed and then recycled by size-reduction and are then
reshaped into new products (NPG, 2015). This include pipe made out of PVC, PE and PP.
The first step of recycling of cast iron is size-reduction in a fragmentation plant. They are
then sent to a foundry which melts the iron and produces new (SITA, 2015).
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Final product differences

The methods are not fully comparable. There are differences of the final product and the
installation methods, differences that are too difficult to assess within the scope of this
study. An example would be the amount of dust the installation process produces or the
quality of the interiors when the installation has been done. If these factors are to be
assessed, a study on people’s perception of these has to be conducted with statistical data.
Therefore, the major of these differences will be acknowledged but not taken into account.
The advantages of traditional pipe replacement are that the sealing and coating of the wet
rooms are renovated and will make the insurance policy cheaper. The water pipes and heat
pipes are replaced with new ones and the new coating and sealing will result in higher
standards.
However, the disadvantages is that the work is time consuming, it will generate disturbances
such as dust and noise which in many cases will make it impossible to live in the apartment
during renovation as well as the method will generate large amounts of demolished
materials and transports of new materials. Another shortcoming is that it costs more.
The advantages of CIPP lining is that is time efficient, cause low disturbance, small amount of
dust and residues and that it is relatively cheap compared to traditional pipe replacement.
The disadvantages of relining are that it does not replace top construction layers, it slightly
decreases the dimensions of the pipes by depending on the thickness of the liner and that
the technical life length of the material is unproven. There are also no renovation of the
sealing and coating of the wet rooms or any of the water pipes.
Table 3: Final product properties of traditional pipe replacement, CIPP lining and bathroom
renovation.
Traditional pipe replacement
 New sewage pipes
 New tap water pipes
 New floor drain
 New waterproofing
layers
 New surface layers
 New bathroom
fittings




CIPP lining
New surface layer in
existing sewage pipes
New surface layer in
existing floor drain
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Bathroom renovation
 New tap water pipes
 New waterproofing
layers
 New surface layers
 New bathroom fittings
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6. Comparative LCA of CIPP-lining and traditional pipe
replacement
6.1.

Functional unit

The functional unit chosen for the comparison of the two pipe renovation methods is:
“One renovation of the sewage pipes in one house consisting of 29 apartments with the
intended technical life length of 50 years”
Since the functional unit should not relate to production or consumption volumes but only
to product function it should be interpreted as all the input and output connected to the
renovation of the sewage pipes within a typical Swedish apartment house built during the
Miljonprogrammet with the intention to last for approximately 50 years. Since no sure or
diffuse technical life time of either the traditional pipe replacement or the CIPP-lining can be
found 50 years was chosen to be representable. Indications have shown that a technical life
time for traditional pipes are between 35-45 years and that the same number could be
suggested for CIPP-liners. The standard of the renovated pipes differ and will most likely
have different technical life-time. This difference will be tolerated.

6.2.

System description

The scope of the study was to include as many processes and inputs in each of the system as
possible. In practice this meant to include the major parts of the preparation, demolition,
installation, reconstruction and final disposal of each of the system as described in section 0,
in regard to the chosen functional unit. Note that the use phase of the system was not
considered.
When conducting an LCA it is important to include all relevant inputs and outputs of the
system to be investigated. This includes all the material, energy and resources used including
their associated environmental impact. In order to understand decisions made within this
project, system boundaries need to be defined. The boundaries in relation to natural system,
geographical boundaries, time boundaries and boundaries within the technical system will
be described. Throughout this thesis, details about the assumptions made concerning what
to include and not will be given in this section and in section 6.5.
Natural boundaries
The life cycle begins at the “cradle” of the product. In this case, this means that the cradle of
the renovated waste water pipes begins at the raw material acquisition of all the material
used for the production. For example, the liner for the CIPP lining includes extraction of
polyester and the production and extraction of thermoplastic polyurethane. Furthermore,
the preparation, demolition, production, reconstruction, the final disposal processes and all
the transportation are included within the system boundaries. The life cycle either ends at
the “grave” of the product if the waste generated from the product will not be used again. In
this case, this means that the grave can be considered to be where the activities within the
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model as well as the final disposal releases waste in different forms (solid, liquid or gaseous)
to the environment. If the waste is used again, the recycling process will be cut-off from this
thesis and will not be included.
Geographical boundaries
The geographical boundaries for the model is of importance since different parts of the life
cycle may or may not occur in different location in the world, each with different
technologies, energy mixes, resource use and transportation patterns etc. In this thesis, the
raw material acquisition will use the pre-modelled geographical location as used in the
database associated with the LCA software used (EcoInvent and European Life Cycle Data
etc.). This means that the raw materials extracted throughout the model will be assessed
globally. However, the processes and their associated inputs and outputs which take place
within Sweden will use average data that are representable for Swedish conditions.
Temporal boundaries
Since this assessment is about investigating what potential environmental impacts the
production of a new waste water pipe in Uppsala can be responsible for, it is a retrospective
study in terms that it looks backward in time. The entire assessment will represent the year
of 2014. Even though the pipes will have an estimated life length of around 50 years, the
input/outputs associated with the disposal will be represented by present data in order to
simplify. No scenarios or assumptions considering future changes will be made within the
boundaries of this study.
Technical system boundaries
To produce new waste water pipes capital goods such as the machinery, buildings, vehicles
and road used for transportation is needed. Machinery such as tools used for the production
will not be included in the model (screwdriver, rotary hammer, reciprocating saw etc.). The
energy and fuel inputs for using these will however be modelled (fuel for transportation,
energy for machinery, etc.).
Transportation of the personnel to the building site, the on-site facilities (barracks, provisory
toilets) will not be assessed since these data are too specific considering the company
performing the renovation, the location and the scope of the project.
The study is not considering any inputs or outputs of data regarding the research and
development on the product or the work on planning the project but only the actual
production of the waste water pipe renovation at site.
Boundaries to other systems and/or products
The life cycles of different products or the systems around them sometimes merge into each
other. This raises the problem of allocation with the main question; what part should be
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allocated to the product under consideration if more than my product uses part of the
model? In this thesis, considered allocation problems are mainly the waste disposal and the
multi-input problem due to the reconstruction material for the bathroom renovation.
This thesis will apply the cut-off allocation method (Figure 5). This means that only loads
directly caused by a product are assigned to that product (disposal). This implies the primary
material burden is assigned to the life cycle of the product solely responsible for it. Similarly,
the recycling of the products in the first life cycle is assigned to the second product and that
products life cycle only.

Figure 5: The cut-off approach system (Ligthart and Ansems, 2012)
The multi-input problem is solved using partitioning by dividing the total material allocated
to the waste water pipe renovation by the different function this material is used for (new
sealant and outer layer, new water pipe and new waste water pipes). The allocation is dealt
with in section 6.6.
The heat and electricity recovered during incineration will not be taken into account for each
of the models.

6.3.

Flowcharts

In general, the life cycles included are raw material acquisition, production of components
(consumables and specific pipe products), the replacement/installation process and finally
the disposal of the materials. Throughout the entire life cycle transports was modeled.
The lifecycle of CIPP-lining (Figure 6) was modeled with the sewage pipe replacement
process (production and installation of the final CIPP-liner product), the disposal of
consumables and the liner in the end of life as well as all the associated transportation from
raw material acquisition in the foreground of the study. Direct energy usages from machines
and tools, materials used for the production/installation phase and transport of
consumables and liner components was measured, calculated or in some cases estimated as
described in section 4.2. Generic data was used for the raw material acquisition, consumable
production, felt production, coating production, cure production and epoxy production. See
Table 4 for a simplified view of the foreground and background systems of the model.
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Table 4: Processes included within the system boundaries of CIPP-lining grouped in
foreground or background systems.
Foreground processes
Sewage pipe replacement (production/installation)
Disposal
Transports
Production energy demand

Background processes
Raw material acquisition
Consumables manufacture
Felt production
Coating Production
Cure Production
Epoxy Production

The lifecycle of traditional pipe replacement (Figure 7) was modeled with the demolition of
the affected areas (bathroom and part of the kitchen), the sewage pipe replacement, the
reconstruction of the affected areas, the disposal of consumables and pipe system in the
foreground of the study. Direct energy usages from machines and tools, materials used for
the new pipes and the reconstruction of the affected areas, the associated transportation of
consumables, pipes and other material was measured, calculated or in some cases estimated
as described in section 4.2. Generic data was used for the raw material acquisition,
consumables manufacturing and new pipe production. See Table 5 for a simplified view of
the foreground and background systems of the model.
Table 5: Processes included within the system boundaries of traditional pipe replacement
grouped in foreground or background systems.
Foreground processes
Demolition of affected areas
Sewage pipe replacement
Reconstruction of affected areas
Disposal
Transports
Production energy demand

Background processes
Raw material acquisition
Consumables manufacture
New pipe production

The flowcharts of the modeling (Figure 6 and Figure 7) show the differences in methodology
between the two renovation methods. The boxes with green edges represent the
foreground system, the boxes with black edges represent the background system and the
boxes that are completely grey represents processes that are left out of the analysis. Boxes
with dotted outline represent processes partially included in the model. For more
information, see section 6.6 on allocation. Thick arrows indicate transportation while thin
arrows indicate a step in the overall process.
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Raw material acquisition:
CIPP-liner

Felt production

Coating production

Cure production

Raw material acquisition:
Consumables
Epoxy production

CIPP-liner production

Manufacture of consumables

Electricity

Transports

Sewage pipe replacement
(Production/Installation)

Recovery process
Pipe Usage
Recycling process
Pipe removal
(Building demolition)

Disposal

Figure 6: Flowchart of CIPP lining. Boxes with black outline are included in the background system, boxes with green outline are included in the
foreground system and grey boxes are not included at all. Thick arrows indicate transportation while thin arrows indicate a step in the process.
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Raw material acquisition:
Consumables

Raw material
acquisition: New pipe

New pipe production
(Cast iron or PVC)

Demolition of affected
areas

Manufacture of consumables

Sewage pipe replacement

Electricity
Transports

Reconstruction of affected
areas

Pipe Usage

Recovery process

Recycling process
Pipe and used material
removal (During demolition)

Disposal

Figure 7: Flowchart of traditional pipe replacement. Boxes with black outline are included in the background system, boxes with green outline are
included in the foreground system and grey boxes are not included at all. Thick arrows indicate transportation while thin arrows indicate a step in the
process. Boxes with dotted yellow outline are partially included in the overall model.
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6.4.

Level of detail and data quality

Due to the fact that both companies are active within the area of Uppsala, site-specific data
will be used with respect to transports. Waste management transportations were simplified
due to time constrains and assigned a distance of 10 km with no respect to different waste
disposal scenarios. Further, site specific data will be used for the data related to the building
in the case study in terms of amounts and sort. However, average data will be used as far as
possible for inputs that are common to both methods such as the electricity mixed used by
the tools and the heat plant energy mix for the incineration stage and so on.
The average data used for both methods during this study was taken either from trusted and
acknowledged sources (manufacturers, suppliers, etc.) or from the LCA inventory databases
such as EcoInvent and European Life Cycle Data (ELCD). When the data in the LCA software
could be chosen on the basis of geographical location, sites with similar technology was
preferred over choosing data that represented the process geographically close.
Verification of the datasets used was done as far as possible but data from manufacturers
and suppliers could not be assessed due to the time and resource limit. Also, the lack of
expertise would most often not allow such verification.
When data has been used it has been noted where it originates from in order to make the
thesis as transparent as possible. By displaying data origin in this manner, even data from
less well known sources can be traced back and acknowledged afterwards.

6.5.

Delimitations

This section will describe the delimitations of the study. A short explanation of the reason
why they have been excluded will also be given.
Excluded actives/processes


Since the study is of comparative type, processes and materials that are identical
has not been modelled. Materials used for cleaning, barracks available for the
workers, the provisory sinks with water, toilet wagons and or provisory buildings
have not been modelled.



Processes and materials that are too complicated to include has not been
modelled. The energy used by the tools has been included in the modelling however
the tools themselves have been excluded.



Insignificant materials have not been left out of the study. The packaging process of
the products used within the model will not be assessed due to the time consuming
nature of such a process. The methods compared use together more than 40
different products which would take too much time. Majority if the materials
packaging material has therefore not either been included.
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Environmental indifferent flows: Industrial surplus heat and flows such as water
vapor from combustion is disregarded throughout the study. This is due to that they
are regarded as insignificant.



Transportation of personnel: This topic is too difficult to assess since a construction
company might involve more or less people depending on the contract and the
projected time-plan. If it would have been assessed in this study, the result would
most likely be that the traditional pipe replacement would use more personnel
transportation than CIPP-lining because of the time-plan differences and the
differences between the much more personnel consuming nature of traditional pipe
replacement projects.



Technical life-time: The technical life-time of the different final products will not be
assessed due to the lack of data on the topic. CIPP lining producers have conducted
destructive tests on their product supporting their claim the liners last as long as new
PVC pipes while other reports show a shorter life length. A sensitivity analysis such as
decreasing the life length of relining to 25 years instead of 50 years and calculating a
new CIPP lining after that period is not possible since there are uncertainty if the
same method can be applied two times for the smallest pipe dimensions. In other
words it might just not be practicable to reline pipes that already have been relined
and if possible, the method would differ due to the fact that the preparations would
differ.



Final product differences: The traditional pipe replacement method will result in
additional bi-products besides a renovated waste water pipe. It will result in new
sealing and outer layers of the bathroom as well as new bathroom equipment etc.
These indifferences can however not be excluded when producing the new pipe,
therefore an allocation problem occurs which will be assessed in the next section.

6.6. Allocation scenarios for traditional pipe
replacement
During traditional pipe replacement every wet room in the house is demolished and built up
again. The major functions of this renovation are:




New sewage pipes
New water pipes
New waterproofing layers

The ISO guidelines suggest that if possible, allocation procedures should be avoided. The
only way to avoid allocation in this case is to neglect the consumable materials and energy
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used for the traditional pipe replacement and only considers the new pipe isolated. This is
not appropriate since the purpose of the study in that case will be lost. (ISO, 2006b)
When avoiding allocation is not applicable, the inputs and outputs of the system should be
divided between the different functions gained so that the division reflects the physical
relationship between them. In this case, it is not applicable to divide the inputs between the
above listed functions since there are no clear relationship between them and the
inputs/outputs of the system. (ISO, 2006b)
As a final measure, the ISO-standards suggest that the inputs/outputs should be allocated
between the functions so that it reflects other relationships between them. This could for
example be economic value. (ISO, 2006b)
In the case of allocating the relative material responsibilities between the functions gained
from demolishing and building up new wet rooms no clear relationship can be suggested. A
relationship could therefor easy be chosen with a subjective agenda and therefor it is left
out.
In order to deal with allocation either way, three scenarios have been developed to enable
results to be calculated. The input allocation of 20 %, 50 % and 100 % was used for this
purpose. All of these scenarios will be modeled and displayed as individual results in order to
minimize these subjective decisions. The 50 % input allocation has been chosen to act as the
default for comparison between the two methods. Further, the input allocation is put
dynamical in the results section showing results for input allocation percentages of 10 to 100
percent.
Generally, it can be stated that a low input allocation percentage represents a scenario
where much of the material replaced was reaching their respective technical life-length or
the importance of the sewage pipe replacement is seen as a minor contribution to the
overall process. A high input allocation percentage represents a scenario where much of the
material replaced were relatively new or the importance of the sewage pipe replacement is
seen as a major contribution to the overall process.

6.7.

Assumption

Several assumptions have been made in order to make calculations possible or due to
difficulties in obtaining relevant data for the study. These will be listed, explained and
documented below.


All transportation pathways and the means of transportation have been assumed and
measured using Google Maps (Google, 2013) together with Cargo Router
(CargoRouter, 2013) and research on the most common ways of transportation to
and from different places on earth.
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New bathrooms inner layers are assumed to be built up with wall and floor tiles
instead of PVC mats that are sometimes used. It is nowadays more common to use
tiles.



Grease and lubrication applied throughout the process will be assumed to mix up
with water from the flushing and will be modelled as being transported to a waste
water treatment plant.



The electricity used will be modeled with a Swedish energy mix provided by SimaPro.



Where product descriptions only displayed voltages and currents, Ohms law was
used to calculate power of the product:
𝑃 (𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟) = 𝑈 (𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒)𝑥 𝐼 (𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡)
The calculated or given power of the unit (in kW) was then multiplied by the hours
used to get the energy consumption.



Several different transportation options were used throughout the model. Transport
lorry 16-32 tons in Euro Class 3, transport van < 3.5 tons were chosen to represent
Swedish/European transport fleets and depending on distance and waterways either
transoceanic freight ship or container ship were used for transportation over water.

6.8.

Sensitivity analysis

An important step in this thesis is the sensitivity analysis. The main principle will be to
identify the most uncertain data and the most important assumptions in the study, change
them and analyze the differences it makes. The following sensitivity analysis will be made:


PVC or cast iron (MA) pipes

Although MVB Öst AB used only PVC pipes during their process, cast iron is still widely used.
Therefore, a sensitivity analysis comparing using only PVC or only cast iron will be
conducted.


Old liners recycled

As described in section 5.4, thermoset plastics can be recycled and used as fillers. It is not
economically feasible to size-reduce liners since alternative filler products are too cheap.
A scenario where all the old liners are recycled will therefore be compared to the default
scenario where all liners were incinerated.
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6.9.

Disposal scenarios

The disposal scenarios seen in Table 6 were created for the model based upon the facts
presented in section 5.4. Materials included in the study were then sorted and assigned to
appropriate disposal scenario. An average of distance 10 km of transportation to the
disposal locations were assign to each of the scenarios.
Table 6: Disposal scenarios, related waste and what it is modelled as in Simapro.
Disposal scenario
Incineration

Waste types
Textile fraction

Metal clips
Remaining fraction

High-Temperature Incineration

CIPP-liner material

Recycling

Wastewater treatment

Plasterboards
Cardboards
Mineral masses (50 %)
Contaminated water

Landfill

Tiles and Clinker

Paint

Pipe recycle

Concrete, gravel, gypsum
(50 %)
PVC
Cast iron
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Modelled in SimaPro as
Waste incineration of textile
fraction in municipal solid
waste (MSW), EU-27
Waste incineration of ferro
metals, EU-27 S
Waste incineration of plastics
(unspecified) fraction in
municipal solid waste (MSW)
EU-27
Disposal, hazardous waste, 25%
water, to hazardous waste
incineration/CH U
Recycling of gypsum
Recycling cardboard/RER U
Waste water - untreated,
organic contaminated EU-27 S
Disposal, inert waste, 5%
water, to inert material
landfill/CH U
Disposal, paint, 0% water, to
inert material landfill/CH U
Disposal, concrete, 5% water,
to inert material landfill/CH U
Recycling PVC/RER U
Recycling steel and iron/RER U
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7. Results
The complete inventory list is found in Appendix A. This section will start by presenting the
complete LCIA results gained when comparing the CIPP-lining and traditional pipe
replacement (50 % allocation burdens) modelling. These first results will include the
complete list of impact categories. As impact categories are deemed insignificant they will be
removed to enable a better visualization of the results. All results shown below are directly
calculated in the form of results per functional unit.

7.1. CIPP-lining and Traditional pipe replacement
comparison
The characterized results (Figure 8) show the total potential environmental impacts of the
two modelled renovation methods for a total of 18 impact categories. The results are
presented as the ratio between the result and the maximum result of each impact category.
For the impact categories of ozone depletion, terrestrial ecotoxicity, agricultural land
occupation and water depletion the CIPP-lining show the highest potential impact. For the
remaining 14 impact categories, the traditional pipe replacement shows the highest
potential impact in which the 50 % input allocation scenario was used.

100%
90%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

10%
0%

CIPP lining
Traditional 50 %

Figure 8: Characterized results of all impact categories for CIPP-lining and traditional pipe
replacement 50 % scenario. The renovation method with the highest total contribution to
each impact category will be indicated with 100 % on the scale. The renovation method
with the lowest total contribution will be indicated with a percentage of the highest.
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The total potential environmental impact results for the two renovation methods on each
impact category as seen in Table 7 presents the same results as Figure 8 but in absolute
numbers in combination with the unit each category is measured with. An advantage of
showing the same data in these two ways is that it reveals data which are small enough to
be neglected. Ozone depletion impacts for the both methods are so small that they are
rounded to 0.00 with two decimals even though it could be misunderstood to contribute to
more in the ratio figure (Figure 8).
Table 7: Each renovation methods contribution to total potential environmental impact on
each impact category. Displayed with corresponding unit for each impact category (eq =
equivalents).
Impact category

Unit

CIPP lining

Climate change
Ozone depletion
Human toxicity
Photochemical oxidant formation
Particulate matter formation
Ionizing radiation
Terrestrial acidification
Freshwater eutrophication
Marine eutrophication
Terrestrial ecotoxicity
Freshwater ecotoxicity
Marine ecotoxicity
Agricultural land occupation
Urban land occupation
Natural land transformation
Water depletion
Metal depletion
Fossil depletion

kg CO2 eq
kg CFC-11 eq
kg 1,4-DB eq
kg NMVOC
kg PM10 eq
kg U235 eq
kg SO2 eq
kg P eq
kg N eq
kg 1,4-DB eq
kg 1,4-DB eq
kg 1,4-DB eq
m2a
m2a
m2
m3
kg Fe eq
kg oil eq

Traditional 50%
7528.01
0.00
1703.56
26.91
13.48
3258.51
33.49
1.56
9.98
4.84
36.54
29.83
743.95
29.68
0.64
315.97
250.42
2259.32

17207.29
0.00
3059.87
74.82
67.50
4383.36
63.67
2.37
24.49
1.80
48.26
50.32
331.56
138.02
2.85
89.26
900.67
5718.78

Results in the form as presented in the table above are not easily understood except for
experts in these fields. To illustrate the results in a more comprehensive manner a
normalized result can be used as described in section 4.1. The normalization values
represent the average yearly emission or consumption of one person globally. A normalized
results means that the results gained from the study is divided by the normalization value for
each impact category. This will leave the resulting values unit-less since the normalized
results are a ratio of total potential environmental impacts by the two processes divided by
the total potential environmental impacts made by one person globally. The normalized
result show (Figure 9) that the results on the impact categories ozone depletion, agricultural
land occupation, urban land occupation and water depletion are low compared to the
results of the other impact categories. It also shows that the resulting potential impacts of
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these categories are less than what the average yearly emission or consumption of one
person globally is respectively. These will therefore be excluded from the further analysis.

8

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

CIPP lining

Traditional 50 %

Figure 9: Normalized results for CIPP-lining and traditional pipe replacement (50 %) for all
impact categories. The Y-axis is unit less because the results are normalized.
The relative stress on the environment is highest for the impact categories natural land
transformation, marine ecotoxicity, freshwater ecotoxicity, freshwater eutrophication and
human toxicity where all impacts contribute to more than double as much as what the
average person do on a yearly basis.
When removing the impact categories showing insignificant potential environmental
impacts, 13 out of 14 of the remaining are larger for the traditional pipe replacement than
for the CIPP-lining method (Table 8). The only category which is dominated by CIPP-lining is
the impact of the terrestrial ecotoxicity. The y-axis in the graph above is capped at 8 to
enable a better comparison of the results. The impact of the traditional pipe replacement on
natural land transformation is around 17.6.
In order to investigate the dependence of the input allocation percentage, the scenarios of
20, 50 and 100 percent input allocation to the new sewage pipes was modelled and
compared to the CIPP-lining (Figure 10). The y-axis in Figure 10 is capped at 20 to enable a
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better visualization of the results. The impact of the traditional pipe replacement on natural
land transformation is around 35.
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Traditional 20 %
Traditional 50 %
Traditional 100 %
CIPP lining

Figure 10: Normalized results for CIPP-lining and traditional pipe replacement (20, 50 and
100%) for all impact categories.
One way of compiling the information in a more comprehensive manner is to identify the
breakpoint input allocation percentage for each impact category.
Table 8: The potential environmental impacts compared by input allocation percentage
per impact category. Yellow zones indicate that CIPP-lining is beneficial, orange zone no
clear result and blue zones indicate traditional pipe replacement is beneficial.
Impact category

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Climate change
Human toxicity
Photochemical oxidant formation
Particulate matter formation
Ionizing radiation
Terrestrial acidification
Freshwater eutrophication
Marine eutrophication
Terrestrial ecotoxicity
Freshwater ecotoxicity
Marine ecotoxicity
Natural land transformation
Metal depletion
Fossil depletion
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This means to start at a level of 100 % input allocation, where all the impact categories are
greater for traditional pipe replacement than for CIPP-lining (except for the impact category
terrestrial ecotoxicity) and then reducing this percentage until the traditional pipe
replacement drops down below the static value of CIPP-lining.
By the creation of Table 8, where yellow indicates that CIPP-lining is potentially more
environmentally friendly, orange indicates a zone where both methods show almost the
same impact and blue indicates that traditional pipe replacement is potentially the more
environmentally friendly solution the result is better observed.

7.2.

Processes contributing to each impact category

When modelling the life cycle of the traditional pipe replacement the three main processes
were identified; operation energy, consumables and the piping material. These have been
analyzed to see the contribution of each process to the selected impact categories below.
100%
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Traditional: Consumables
Traditional: Operations
Traditional: Piping PVC

Figure 11: The ratio of the three main life cycles of traditional pipe replacement and the
total impact of each impact category. The 50 % allocation scenario was used and the
results are characterized.
Results gained from this (Figure 12) confirm the results shown in Figure 10, the sensitivity of
input allocation methodology. The major contributing process is the consumables followed
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by the energy usages during the operations. The piping contribution to the overall result is
small compared to the other processes.
All of the impact categories except ionizing radiation, for which the operation process
contribute more, are dominated by the process consumables. The impacts of the process
operations are also exclusively larger than the impacts caused by piping process. Note that
sum of the three life cycles sums up to a total of 100 % on the graph. Adding the impact of
the consumables and the operations for each of the impact categories show that between
90-99 % of the total impact are created by these two processes. The result is extremely
dependent of operations and consumables and the piping material itself is of minor
importance. Note that the result was for the scenario with a 50 % allocation to the new
sewage pipes.
An increase or decrease on the allocation input parameter in SimaPro is directly proportional
to increasing or decreasing the results on each impact category. Therefore, the contribution
of the processes consumables and operations will be less significant as input allocation
percentage is lowered.
The same analysis was performed for the CIPP-lining process showing that for all of the
categories, except for ionizing radiation and metal depletion, the largest contributors were
the consumables and the liner assembly life cycles combined (Figure 12).
100%
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CIPP lining: Consumables
CIPP lining: Production
CIPP lining: Liner assembly

Figure 12: The ratio of the three main life cycles of CIPP-lining and the total impact of each
impact category in characterized results.
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In the majority of impact categories, the consumables and the liner assembly make out more
than 75 % of the overall result.
A detailed study on the reason why the consumable contribution to terrestrial ecotoxicity
was high compared to the other processes showed that the main reason was the usage of
cotton cloth in the CIPP-lining method (Appendix A).

7.3.

Sensitivity analysis

The first sensitivity analysis done was changing all of the PVC pipes used in the study to cast
iron-pipes. The scenario with cast iron pipes would increase the transportation impact due
to larger total weight (1480 kg instead of 349 kg, see Appendix A). It would also alter the
process of producing the pipes at the factory due to the difference in composition of the
material into the difference waste water pipes. Since both materials are modelled to be
completely recycled and thus cut-off from the modelling, the end of life will not affect the
result at all.
200%
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Traditional PVC
Traditional MA

Figure 13: Characterized results of the comparison of using PVC or cast iron (MA) pipes for
the traditional pipe replacement method.
The impact category terrestrial ecotoxicity was removed because it was insignificant for the
traditional pipe replacement method, see Figure 10. The results (Figure 13) reveal that by
using cast iron instead of PVC plastic as the pipe material, the impacts will increase on every
category studied. Metal depletion increased by 80 % for the overall life cycle.
The majority (8 out of 13) of impact categories did only increase with between 3-5 percent.
The remaining impact categories human toxicity, freshwater eutrophication, freshwater
ecotoxicity and marine ecotoxicity increased respectively by 46, 29, 39 and 39 percent.
The second sensitivity analysis was the case of using recyclable liner material. The default
scenario in the modelling was to use a liner material that was disposed of as hazardous
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waste in a high temperature incineration plant. This was altered and changed to a scenario
where all the liner material was recycled.

100%
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20%
10%
0%

CIPP lining Liner Recycled
CIPP lining

Figure 14: Characterized results of the comparison of recycled or non-recycled liner pipes
for the CIPP-lining method.
The results (Figure 14) show the results were marginally changed for the majority of the
impact categories. The largest reduction occurred for freshwater eutrophication, freshwater
ecotoxicity, marine ecotoxicity, climate change and to natural land transformation. The
remaining impact categories were decreased by less than 10 percent.
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8. Discussion and conclusions
This section of the thesis will discuss the overall results of this thesis. It will try to identify
similarities or differences with previous work as well as to discuss reflections and
shortcoming observed during the process of conducting this paper.

8.1.

Discussion

Results
The result in Table 7 does not show the total environmental impact of each system. It
presents the potential environmental impact of each system as it is modelled within the
scope of this comparative LCA. Not all parts of the life cycle are directly assessed due to the
nature of a comparative study where similar and equal inputs and outputs are neglected. As
pointed out in earlier section, the reader must consider the result of the different methods
in relation to each other as intended.
Further, the results leading to the conclusion that some of the impact categories were
deemed irrelevant could be discussed. The methodology of removing them suggest that if
the impacts are considerable lower than the impact an average person inflicts on a yearly
basis they are neglected. This does not imply that the impacts of an average person do not
have major impacts on the environment. Ultimately, in the long run, these average impacts
could also have fatal impacts on the environment.
In a study of this sort where the results are presented in terms of 14 environmental impact
categories, a unified answer on which method is the most preferable one is hard to reach.
The results can be merged into a single potential impact score with the aid of weighting but
it includes subjective decisions which will bias the results. It also not accepted by the ISO
standards regarding a comparative LCA. The result of the study however clearly show that
even at low input allocation percentage (20-30 % and above) CIPP-lining is the more
environmentally preferable method to use.
The result of the sensitivity analysis showed that by using MA pipes instead of PVC the
environmental impacts would not change drastically. This conclusion could act as an
incentive to use the material best suitable for the current situation instead of having to
choose either one of the pipe materials. Metal depletion impact category was the impact
that was increased most (80 % more), which is natural since the material was changed from
PVC to cast iron (metal) pipes. This increase would not change the overall result of
traditional pipe replacement much since the process of piping contributed to less than 1 %
for the input allocation scenario of 50 %.
The recycling of the used CIPP-liners showed a reduce result which for the 5 impact
categories with the highest reduction would affect the overall result with around 10 %. This
information clearly states the potential of reducing of environmental impacts by using CIPPlining material which is recyclable or to make the current liner material more feasible to
recycle.
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Similarities with and differences from previous work
The overall results from the previous work done all suggests either that relining is either
preferable or probably preferable from an environmental perspective.
The result from this thesis is in line with what the studies from Uppsala University (Landberg
and Nilsson, 2012), however the projects differs two much in methodology to make any
conclusions based upon this. The main difference between the projects were that they
modelled the relining of water pipes instead of waste water pipes and the fact that the
relining material only consisted of water and concrete due to privacy reasons. They also
neglected materials and operations of the traditional pipe replacement and only compared
the piping materials. This inflicts with the overall approach of this thesis. The level of detail
and the information gained during the inventory analysis was to a great extent more
complete in this thesis.
The main difference from previous work is that most of the studies have investigated the
impact of relining in general and therefore not used the CIPP-lining method in their methods
but instead using relining without a liner. The difference of final product between relining
with and without a liner should be investigated before translating the result of this thesis.
The work done in the Royale Institute of Technology (Wall and Nilsen, 2014) showed that the
main impacts were caused by the material extraction and transportation. Due to the nature
of how this project was modelled in SimaPro, the same results could not be assessed, see
the section below concerning shortcomings.
Reflections
Shortcoming of this study is that the inventory was modelled in such a way within SimaPro
so that the impact of transportation could not be singled out and highlighted. This could,
with some extra work, probably be achieved but due to the time-limit of this thesis work it
was left out. Having done this would have enabled more comprising result and comparisons
of the result by the students at the Royale Institute of Technology. Since many of the
materials used were heavy it would have been interesting to see how much of the total
impact caused by the materials was caused by the transportation of these.
Other shortcoming is that the cut-off allocation methodology was used in order to simplify a
more advance model. Many of the materials were recycled and in some cases they would
return to life cycle again instead of using virgin material. It would have been efficient to
model this using the closed loop or open loop allocation methodology.
The disposal scenarios overall was simplified and could have been modelled with greater
accuracy and detail instead of using assumptions concerning distance to disposal for
example. Again, the time limit but foremost the slow communication and ability to provide
with information by managers of disposal sites led to these simplifications.
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The final product differences as shown in section 5.5 together with the importance of the
input allocation percentages must be fully understood when comparing the two pipe
renovation methods. Not only do the methods provide a difference in the final product but
during the construction phase of the complete renovation of the bathroom as well as during
the installation of the CIPP-liner there are differences. Disturbances such as noise, dust,
smell, the inability to live in the apartments, increased traffic, temporal work spaces and the
time difference in getting the work done are also vital to highlight in this kind of thesis.
These circumstances have been acknowledged within this study but are actively chosen to
be left out primarily due to the complexity of the matter and foremost the subjectivity
concerned with them.
The life technical life length of each system was chosen to around 50 years. This decision was
made to simplify the entire model. The uncertainty if a pipe with a liner installed could be a
subject of CIPP-lining again depending on the thickness of the liner, the dimension of the
original pipe as well as the result of the first liner made it hard to assess the possibility of
dynamically change the technical life length the system. In the other hand, the same
methodology could be used for the traditional pipe replacement since changing only the
pipes again would increase the complexity of the input allocation problem since these
material would have had to be demolished again.
The inventory work was extremely time-consuming and the time put on this thesis far
exceeded the time planned. Due to the inexperience in LCA before this thesis, the level of
detail for the inventory was perhaps too high. The inventory input processes was carefully
and thoroughly carried out. All materials within current knowledge and with the help of
expertise from both fields of pipe renovation were consulted and the inputs were also
confirmed. Some of the manufacturers and experts contacted thru e-mail or telephone
corresponded slowly so that the communication really delayed the rest of the work. A
couple of them also refused to help due to the risk of revealing any corporate secrets about
their products.
The method of dynamically change the input allocation and put the allocation problem aside
worked for this type of comparison. Instead of calculating a fixed input allocation percentage
and applying assumptions this seemed like a reasonable solution. The environmental impact
of the two renovation methods were compared to the extent of which this thesis could
reach.
Since neither the contract of Aarsleff Rörteknik AB nor the nature of the renovation at the
field trip at MVB Öst AB did include the renovation of the slab pipes it was not included in
the study. After consideration, including this would most likely have a major impact on the
results. One area where the input allocation problem would be less significant would be this
one since there is almost no other reason for the demolition of the slab than to reach the old
pipes.
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In section 3, the topic of bisphenol A was briefly touched upon while reviewing a student
thesis which concluded that the level of bisphenol A within the relining material is not
proven to be directly dangerous for humans. Since the topic of bisphenol A is a hot topic
when discussion relining in general it is worth discussing here. The reason why the usage
phase (the phase were the leachate of materials happen) was excluded was partly because
of the difficulties involved with the subject.
The main potential exposure path to humans of bisphenol A leachate from epoxy is
connected to the relining of water pipes, not waste water pipes. This sort of relining is, as
mention in section 3, rare in Sweden. Instead, the potential leachate from waste water pipes
will be directed to a waste water treatment plant. During investigation of the topic,
indications were made that the waste water treatment plants do detect bisphenol A from
the incoming water but that the amount is almost vanished in the outgoing water.
Also, the potential leachate does not only origin from pipes undergone relining. Firstly, new
cast iron pipes are fabricated to have an inner layer of epoxy which might also give rise to
the same leachate. Secondly, the CIPP-liners also separate the epoxy and the inside of the
pipes with the use of a coating that could prohibit the release of bisphenol A which is not the
case for all of the relining methods investigate upon.
Due to the complexity of this topic and the uncertain literature investigations, it was deemed
suitable to remove the usage phase out of the limits for this thesis. This should clearly be
studied more thoroughly in the future.
If the thesis would have been conducted starting today, numerous of things would have
been reconsidered and changed. Firstly, it would have been wise to collaborate with another
person. By conducting the thesis together time would have been saved during the collection
of inventory data, brainstorming would probably be more rewarding and the analysis could
have been on a more advance level. If doing it alone, not as much focus would have been
given to the high level of detail in the inventory data as was made on this thesis.
Secondly, a deeper knowledge and experience on how an LCA is conducted would have been
necessary to ensure a greater thesis. Therefore it would have been profitable to either get
that experience by doing other LCAs prior to this thesis or to simple collaborate with
someone holding that experience.
Also, more focus and a considerably larger amount of time would have been allocated on
analyzing the results on a deeper level. Due to time limit, this was put a bit too brief.

8.2.

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that CIPP-lining is the overall environmentally preferable
renovation method of sewage pipes. Depending to what extent, in percentage, to include
the materials and operations done when traditionally replacing the old pipes, CIPP-lining is
more or less preferable (Table 8). Only when reducing the input allocation parameter to only
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include a relatively small fraction of the operations and consumables into the study the
traditional pipe replacement is preferable (between 10-20 percent).
This means that if a traditional pipe replacement is performed on a building where most of
outer layers and materials have reached their technical life length, the results of the two
renovation methods are
In practice, the results means that if conducting a traditional pipe replacement where all the
outer layers have reach the end of life, the traditional pipe replacement can be seen as more
or less equivalent of CIPP-lining. On the other hand, if you are planning the same project but
the outer layers have not reach the end of life, CIPP-lining is the environmentally preferable
method to choose.
The largest impact on the result of traditional pipe replacement is the consumables or in
other words the materials used to build up the new bathrooms. Secondly, the energy used
for the tools during this construction is the second largest contributor to the overall result.
This implies that it is important so select a level of input allocation carefully. It also shows
that by actively seek to decrease materials used in the process the overall result would
benefit.
The sensitivity analysis proves that cast iron pipes cause larger impacts on the environment,
however, because of the differences in quality and properties between PVC and cast iron
they still exist on the market. Cast iron pipes are quieter and handle fire and therefor there
are areas where PVC pipes cannot compete.
The largest impact on the result of CIPP-lining was almost exclusively the consumables and
the liner material. The sensitivity analysis of changing the liner disposal from non-recyclable
to recyclable showed a slight improvement of the result. However since the total impact of
the liners were in the area of 50 % of the total impact, a decrease of 25 % of that would not
change the result drastically.
With the use of the color matrix that was created, even inexperienced observers of this
thesis will be able to create their own scenario and receive the results that correspond to the
selected input allocation percentage. The matrix could act as aid for the decision makers in
the future. The main problem is that the decision makers must actively chose the input
allocation percentage of the model. This requires them to do research on the topic of
allocation and trusting themselves making a fair and objective decision.
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Appendix A
Weight per functional unit has been calculated using the information gained from the
references (listed as reference value) in combination with content specifications (as listed
under content). References are the source of the reference value in the tables below. The
column - Modelled with - refers to how it was modelled in the LCA toolset SimaPro while the
column database indicates from which database the previous column is collected from.

CIPP-LINING
Consumables
Consumable Content

Reference value

Weight Modelled with
[kg]/FU

Database

References

Bags1

Polyethylene

50 bags/house

6.78

ELCD

(Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)

Cloths2

Cotton

1 Pallet/week

50

Gloves1:
Vinyl3

Nitrile

3000 pair/week

21

Gloves 2:
4H4

Polyethylene

20 pair/house

2.68

Gloves 3:
Dish5

Nitrile

24 pair/house

2.4

1

Polyehtylene
low density
granulate (PELD), production
mix, at plant
RER
Textile, woven
cotton, at
plant/GLO U
Nitrilecompounds, at
regional
storehouse/RER
U
Fleece,
polyethylene,
at plant/RER U
Nitrilecompounds, at
regional
storehouse/RER
U

Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)

Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)

Technical information regarding K-3 bag/Plastic cover manufactured by Trioplast [Online].
http://trioplast.com/product-catalog/products/. [Accessed 20th November 2013].
2
Cloth technical informationsheet [Online]. http://www.textilputs.se/index.asp?mainId=132&cat1=136&sh
ow=136 [Accessed 17th of December 2013].
3
Ansell TouchNTuff 92-500 technical informationsheet.
4
Production address, routes and technical information about the 4H glove.
5
Sol-Vex product sheet [Online]. http://www.ansellpro.com/productcatalog/ProductDetail.aspx?productId=165. [Accessed 19th of December 2013].
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1 package/house

0.6

Hose
clamps7

Mild Steel

Lubrication8

Aluminum
12 tubes/house
Complex Food
Grade Grease
Polypropylene 30 units/house

4.8

Plastic
cover10

Polyethylene
film

6 rolls/house

72.3

Preliner11

Polyethylene
film

50 meter/house

9.15

Primol12

White mineral 2.5 liters/house
oil

2.2

Protective
cardboard13

Paper

65.4

Plastic
buckets9

2 packages/house 8.6

346.1 m/house

6

11.2

*Nylon 66
granulate (PA
66), production
mix, at plant
RER
*Polyurethane,
rigid foam, at
plant/RER U
Steel, lowalloyed, at
plant/RER U
Lubricating oil,
at plant/RER U
Polypropylene,
granulate, at
plant/RER U
Polyethylene,
LLDPE,
granulate, at
plant/RER U
Fleece,
polyethylene,
at plant/RER U
White mineral
oil, at
plant/RNA
Whitelined
chipboard,
WLC, at
plant/RER U

ELCD

Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
USLCI
(Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent Esimate

Ninjagloves comparison chart including product specifications on Ninja Flex gloves.
http://www.ninjagloves.com/docs/Comp_chart.html.
7
Product information of hose clamps from Jubilee clips.
8
Kernite Lubrication informationsheet about Kernite Plex Clear [Online].
http://www.kernitelubrication.com/page.asp?idpage=596&pais=33&idioma=15: Kernite Lubrication.
[Accessed 10th of January 2014].
9
Product informationsheet regarding Emsafe 11.2 l buckets [Online].
http://lagan.emballator.se/sites/elp.emballator.se/files/sidfiler/Emsafe_en_0.pdf: Emballator Lagan
Plast AB. [Accessed 10th of January 2014].
10
Technical information regarding K-3 bag/Plastic cover manufactured by Trioplast [Online].
http://trioplast.com/product-catalog/products/. [Accessed 20th November 2013].
11
Valéron Preliner productsheet [Online]. http://www.valeron.eu/Portals/0/PDF/1845_LR_Valeron%20ILSPR_PFF_UK.pdf:
12
MedicWay 68 productsheet/safety datasheet [Online].
https://external.statoilfuelretail.com/mar/svg01184.nsf/LubProducts/medicway_68: Statoil Fuel &
Retail. [Accessed 9th of November 2013].
13
Personal communication with Grunda AB: Product information regarding production and delivery routes of
cotton cloths and protective cardboard.
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Rope14

Fibers

35 m / house

Scrubs15

Fleece
Liquid:

10 buckets/house 1.54

5.5

80% Water

6.16

20 % Alcohol

1.65

Silicone16

Silicone

Straps17

Polypropylene 117.2 m / house
product

8

Stripes18

Nylon

5000units/5
houses

0.49

Tape19

PVC film

1463.7
meter/house

14.2

30 m / house

30

Rubber

Water

Tap water

0.746

5 m3 / house

5000

14

Viscose fibres,
at plant/GLO S
*Fleece,
polyethylene,
at plant/RER U
*Tap water, at
user/RER U
*Benzyl
alcohol, at
plant/RER U

Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Larsson
and Klovus,
2013)
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

Silicone
Ecoinvent (Larsson
product, at
and Klovus,
plant/RER U
2013)
Polypropylene
ELCD
(Larsson
fibres (PP),
and Klovus,
crude oil based,
2013)
production mix,
at plant, PP
granulate
without
additives EU-27
S
Nylon 66, at
Ecoinvent (Larsson
plant/RER U
and Klovus,
2013)
*PVC
Industry
(Larsson
calendered
data 2.0
and Klovus,
sheet E
2013)
*Synthetic
Ecoinvent
rubber, at
plant/RER U
Tap water, at
Ecoinvent (Jakobsson,
user/RER U
2014)

Estimated
Personal communication with ANSTETT, D. Scrubs technical information.
16
Estimated
17
Estimated
18
4USE-YJ-142 Stripe product information [Online]. http://handla.swedol.se/shop/showItemList.asp?IT3=70:
Swedol AB. [Accessed 26th of February 2014].
19
Personal communication with Ann Fakt. Electrical tape RHE 15 product information from Stokvistapes AB.
15
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Liner assembly
Piping
Content
material
Epoxy20 Epoxy Resin

Weight Modelled with
kg/FU
244.9
Epoxy resin, liquid,
at plant/RER U
21
F-liner
Felt
Felt/liner
93.8
*Polyester resin,
length
unsaturated, at
plant/RER U
Coating
Coating/liner
*Polyurethane, rigid
length
36.6
foam, at plant/RER U
22
Cure
Polyaminimidazolin
120.2
*Chemicals organic,
30-50 %
at plant/GLO U
Isoforondiamin 10*Methylcyclohexane,
30 %
at plant/RER U
Fenalkamin 5 - 20 %
*Formaldehyde,
1,3production mix, at
plant/RER U
Benzendimetanamin
*Xylene, at
5-15%
plant/RER U
4-tert-Butylfenol 5*Phenol, at
15 %
plant/RER U
2-piperazin-1*Ethylenediamine, at
yletylamin 1-3 %
plant/RER U
Trietanolamin 2-5 %
*Triethanolamine, at
plant/RER U
Production
Tool
Camera23

Compressor24

Reference
value
Actual usage

Reference value
Rigid battery
Camera
1.5 batteries/day
39,6 Wh/battery
Ceccato Aria
Compressa SPA
Type: CSA20/8 G2,
2010 15 kW for
262,5 h

kWh/FU Modelled with
1.49
Electricity, low
voltage,
production SE, at
grid/SE U
3787.5 -

20

Database

Ecoinvent (Aarsleff,
2013)
Ecoinvent (Aarsleff,
2013)
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent (Aarsleff,
2013)
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

Database
Ecoinvent

References
(Larsson and
Klovus, 2013)

Ecoinvent

Measured

Aarsleff House epoxy safety datasheet [Online]. Internally at Aarsleff Rörteknik AB: Bodotex Composites ApS.
[Accessed 21th of November 2013].
21
Personal communication with Amalie Larsen. F-Liner product information thru e-mail correspodance.
22
Aarsleff House 040 safety datasheet [Online]. Internally at Aarsleff Rörteknik AB: Bodotex Composites ApS.
[Accessed 21th of November 2013].
23
Rigid camera and battery technical information sheet [Online]. https://www.ridgid.com/us/en/seesnakecompact-camera: Ridgid online. [Accessed 15th of December 2013].
24
Product information regarding Ceccato Aria Compressa SPAType: CSA20/8 G2. Information on the machine:
Ceccato Ari.
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Cutter25

IMS Micro Cutter
Comfort
230 VAC Max 1.6 A
170 min/house

1.04

-

Ecoinvent

(Rejment,
2014)

HighPressure
unit26
Mixer27

Kubota V2403 M-T
44kW
5hours/house
Bosch 1100W GSB
21-2 RE PRO 5 mixes
á 1 min each for 25
days.
DeWalt DCB182 18 V
4.0 Ah 72 Wh
Approximately 6-7
batteries/day for 25
days.
Bosch GSB 20-2 RE
PRO701 W
3 h per 2 out of 5
vertical pipes incl
apartments.
TFSK 125 System AIR
54W
Constant for 5
weeks

220

Ecoinvent

(Jakobsson,
2014)

Ecoinvent

Estimation

11.7

Diesel, burned in
building
machine/GLO U
Electricity, low
voltage,
production SE, at
grid/SE U
-

Ecoinvent

(Larsson and
Klovus, 2013)

5.3

-

Ecoinvent

(Jakobsson,
2014)

45.4

-

Ecoinvent

(Larsson and
Klovus, 2013)

Screwdriver28

Screwdriver29
(gutting)

Ventilation30

2.2

25

IMS MICRO Cutter comfort information sheet [Online]. IMS Robotics GmbH. [Accessed 19th of December
2013].
26
Kubota V2403 M-T information sheet [Online]: Kubota, [Accessed 19th of December 2013]
27
Bosch GSB 21-2 RE productsheet [Online]. http://www.bosch-professional.com/se/sv/gsb-21-2-re-23289-ocsp/: Bosch Powertools. [Accessed 22th of February 2014].
28
Bosch DCB182 18 V XR productsheet [online]
http://www.dewalt.se/attachments/productdetails/catno/DCB182/info/specifications/ . [Accessed 22th of
February 2014].
29
Bosch GSB 20-2 RE PRO productsheet [Online]. http://www.boschrd
professional.com/middleeast2/en/ocs/tools/101356/11753/impact-drills/gsb-20-2-re/ [Accessed 23 of
February 2014]
30
TFSK 125 XL System AIR unit description on site.
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Transportation
Consumable

Bags

Means of
transportation /
Distance [km]
Truck / 49831

tkm/FU

Modelled
with

Database

3.34

Ecoinvent (Ahlsell, 2013)

Van / 52.632

0.352

*Transport,
lorry 16-32t,
EURO3/RER
U
*Transport,
van
<3.5t/RER U
*Transport,
transoceanic
freight
ship/OCE U
*Container
ship ocean,
technology
mix, 27.500
dwt pay
load
capacity RER
S
-

Truck / 81433
Van / 49.334
Truck / 529.535
Van / 49.336
Boat / 18193.837

40.7
2.46
11.1
1.04
382

Gloves 2: 4H

Truck / 609238
Van / 49.339
Ship / 5888.0540

16.3
0.132
15.8

Gloves 3: Dish

Truck / 529.541
Van / 49.342
Boat / 18193.843

1.27
0.118
43.7

Cloths
Gloves1: Vinyl

31

Reference

Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent (Grunda, 2014)
Ecoinvent (Textilputs, 2014)
Ecoinvent (Ramu, 2014)
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent (Jonason, 2014)
Ecoinvent
ELCD

Ecoinvent (Ramu, 2014)
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

From Trioplast AB factory to Ahlsell in Sollentuna through Ahlsell logistics central in Hallsberg.
From Ahlsell Sollentuna to construction site in Uppsala.
33
From Textilputs AB factory in Bålsta to Grunda AB in Ulricehamn to Aarsleff Rörteknik in Rotebro.
34
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
35
From Ansell factory in Thailand to harbour in Thailand plus harbour in Göteborg to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
36
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
37
From Thailand to Göteborg
38
From Honeywell factory in Mexico to New Jersey plus from Roissy in France to Aarsleff Rotebro
39
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
40
From New Jersey harbour to Roissy harbour in France.
41
From Ansell factory in Thailand to harbour in Thailand plus harbour in Göteborg to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
42
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
43
From Thailand to Göteborg
32
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Gloves 4:
Ninja
Hose clamps

Lubrication

Plastic
buckets
Plastic cover
Preliner

Primol

Protective
cardboard
Rope

Truck / 529.544
Van / 49.345
Boat / 18193.846
Truck / 2106.547
Van / 49.348
Ship / 8.649
Truck / 165150
Van / 49.351
Ship / 64.152
Truck / 45253
Van / 49.354
Truck / 49855
Van / 52.656
Truck / 150957
Van / 49.358
Ship / 2059
Truck / 528.760
Van / 49.361
Ship / 1243.1662
Truck / 117463
Van / 49.364
Truck / 96165
Van / 49.366

0.318
0.0296
10.9
18.1
0.318
0.424
7.92
0.237
0.308
5.06
0.552
36
3.8
13.8
0.451
0.183
1.15
0.107
2.7
76.8
3.22
5.29
0.271

44

-

Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
ELCD
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
ELCD
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
ELCD
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
ELCD
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

(Ninjagloves, 2007)

(Loeffler, 2014)

(Sterner, 2014)

(Emballator, 2014)
(Ahlsell, 2013)
(Valéron, 2013)

(Statoil, 2008)

(Grunda, 2014)
(Alminer, 2014)

From Ansell factory in Thailand to harbour in Thailand plus harbour in Göteborg to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
46
From Thailand to Göteborg
47
From Jubilee Clips factory in Kent, England to Dover harbour plus from Calais, France to Aarsleff A/S,
Denmark to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
48
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
49
From Dover harbour to Calais harbour
50
From Kernite factory in Czech republic to Rostock, Germany plus Gedser, Denmark to Sacpro Falun, Sweden,
to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
51
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
52
From Rostock harbour to Gedser harbour
53
From Emballator Lagan Plast AB in Ljungby to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
54
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
55
From Trioplast AB factory to Ahlsell in Sollentuna through Ahllsell logistics central in Hallsberg.
56
From Ahlsell Sollentuna to construction site in Uppsala.
57
From Valeron Strength Films in Belgium to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro (only roads)
58
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
59
From Valeron Strength Films in Belgium to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro (only waterways)
60
From Dagman in London to harbour plus Göteborg harbour to Statoil logistics center in Flen to Aarsleff
Rörteknik Rotebro.
61
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
62
From London harbour to Göteborg harbour.
63
From Factory (unknown location) to Nordiskt Papper AB in Kungsängen to Grunda AB in Ulricehamn to
Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
64
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
65
From Aarsleff A/S, Denmark to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro (no manufacturer found, neglected)
66
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
45
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Silicone
Straps
Stripes

Tape

Water

Consumable

Epoxy
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Truck / 189767
Van / 49.368
Truck / 96169
Van / 49.370
Truck / 96171
Van / 49.372
Truck / 96273
Van / 49.374
Ship / 19782.175
Truck / 96276
Van / 49.377
Ship / 18971.178
Tap water
distribution system

17.7
0.461
28.8
1.48
7.69
0.394
0.471
0.0242
9.69
14.4
0.737
284
-

-

Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
ELCD
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
ELCD
-

(Anstett, 2014)
(Alminer, 2014)
(Alminer, 2014)
Estimate

(Fakt, 2014)

-

Means of
transportation /
Distance [km]
Truck / 965.579

tkm/FU

Modelled
with

236

Van / 49.380

12.1

*Transport, Ecoinvent
lorry 1632t,
EURO3/RER
U
*Transport, Ecoinvent
van
<3.5t/RER
U

67

Database

Reference

(Bodotex, 2013b)

From Sonnenbühl, Germany trough Säffle, Sweden to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro.
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
69
From Aarsleff A/S, Denmark to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro (no manufacturer found, neglected)
70
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
71
From Aarsleff A/S, Denmark to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro (no manufacturer found, neglected)
72
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
73
From harbour in Denmark to Stokvistapes in Norrköping to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
74
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
75
From factory in New Taipei City, Taiwan to harbour in Denmark
76
From harbour in Denmark to Stokvistapes in Norrköping to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
77
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
78
From factory in China to harbour in Denmark
79
From Boxotex Composites factory in Denmark to Aarsleff A/S, Denmark to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
80
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
68
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F-Liner

Coating: Truck / 177481
Van / 49.382
Felt:
Truck / 132583
Van / 49.384
Ship / 59085

64.9
1.8
124
4.62
55.3

Cure

Truck / 1926.586
Van / 49.387

227
5.8

81

Container
ship ocean,
technology
mix, 27.500
dwt pay
load
capacity
RER S
-

Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
ELCD

(Larsen, 2013)

Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

(Bodotex, 2013a)

From Icopal factory, Netherlands to Aarsleff A/S to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro.
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
83
From Cosmotec factory, England to Imminghamn harbour plus Esbjerg harbour, Denmark to Aarsleff A/S,
Denmark to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
84
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
85
From Imminghamn harbour, England to Esbjerg harbour, Denmark
86
From Boxotex Composites factory in Denmark to Aarsleff A/S, Denmark to Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro
87
From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
82
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Traditional pipe replacement inventory
Consumables
Consumable

Content

Reference
value

EPS88

Byggcement CEM 15 cm /
11 Cement 90-95 m2 floor
%
bathroom

Weight Modelled with
[kg]/FU

Database

6309.7

Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

512

Fix89

Gloves:
Ninja90

Grout91

Paint92

Expanderad
polystyren EPS 510 %
Portland
cement/sand
Nylon

Polyurethane
coating
Cement
Dolomite
Sand
INOVA GRUNDA+
INOVA TAK

0.2 kg / m2 2053.2
floor/walls
bathroom
1 pair /
1.65
apartment

0.15
0.5 kg / m2 380.2
floor/walls
bathroom
6.5m2/liter 49.2
5 m2/liter
Per m2
ceiling

88

*Portland
cement,
strength class Z
42.5, at
plant/CH U
*Expandable
polystyrene
(EPS) E

References

Industry
data 2.0

Cement,
Ecoinvent (Binett and
unspecified, at
Wangenborg,
plant/CH U
2014)
*Nylon 66
ELCD
(Binett and
granulate (PA
Wangenborg,
66), production
2014)
mix, at plant RER
*Polyurethane,
Ecoinvent
rigid foam, at
plant/RER U
Cement,
unspecified, at
plant/CH U
Alkyd paint,
white, 60% in
H2O, at
plant/RER U

Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)
Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

Product information sheet regarding EPSCement EC350M [Online].
http://www.combimix.se/pdf/Combimix_EPSCementEC350M_PDB_SV.pdf [Accessed 24th of January 2014]
89
Product information sheet regarding Weber Set Basic [Online].
http://www.weber.se/uploads/tx_weberproductpage/printable_sheet_weber_set_basic.pdf [Accessed 29th of
January 2014]
90
Ninjagloves comparison chart including product specifications on Ninja Flex gloves.
http://www.ninjagloves.com/docs/Comp_chart.html.
91
Product information sheet regarding Weber color 800 [Online].
http://www.weber.se/uploads/tx_weberproductpage/weber.color800kakelfog_datasheet.pdf [Accessed 29th
of January 2014]
92
Product information sheet regarding Inova Grund & Inova Tak [Online]. http://www.nordsjo.se/wpcontent/uploads/wpsc/downloadables/Inova_Tak__tds_se.pdf & http://www.nordsjo.se/wpcontent/uploads/wpsc/downloadables/Original_Grundfarg_vagg_och_tak_tds.se_.pdf [Accessed 3rd of March
2014]
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Plaster93

Weber Gypsum
Naturgips

1.5 cm /
m2 wallarea

16800

Plasterboard94 Norgips Normal
1 unit /
13x900x2700MM apartment

696

Primer95

Weber Tec.1

0.2 kg / m2 180
walls, floor
and ceiling
bathroom

Protective
cardboard96

Paper

233.3 m /
house

Protective
plastic97

Polyethylene film Covering 4
doors per
apartment

36.1

Patching
material98

Cement

870

30 kg /
apartment

93

44.1

Gypsum plaster
(CaSO4 beta
hemihydrates)
DE S
Gypsum plaster
board, at
plant/CH U
Polyvinylchloride
resin (E-PVC),
emulsion
polymerisation,
production mix,
at plant RER
Whitelined
chipboard, WLC,
at plant/RER U
Polyethylene,
LLDPE,
granulate, at
plant/RER U
Cement,
unspecified, at
plant/CH U

ELCD

Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)
ELCD
(Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

Ecoinvent Estimate

Ecoinvent Estimate

Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

Product information sheet regarding Weber gypsum naturgips [Online].
http://www.weber.se/uploads/tx_weberproductpage/printable_sheet_weber_gypsum_naturgips.pdf
[Accessed 10th of March 2014]
94
Product information sheet regarding Norgips Normal 13 [Online].
http://www.norgips.se/getres/index1,427.htm/56a96f4d058b12f0b6ae620eb885b710b12de47b.pdf
[Accessed 10th of March 2014]
95
Product information sheet regarding Weber Tec 1 [Online].
http://www.weber.se/uploads/tx_weberproductpage/printable_sheet_weber_tec_1_tatskiktsprimer.pdf
[Accessed 10th of March 2014]
96
Personal communication with Grunda AB: Product information regarding production and delivery routes of
cotton cloths and protective cardboard.
97
Technical information regarding K-3 bag/Plastic cover manufactured by Trioplast [Online].
http://trioplast.com/product-catalog/products/. [Accessed 20th November 2013].
98
Product information sheet regarding Weber Anläggningscement [Online].
http://www.weber.se/uploads/tx_weberproductpage/e4f750808e924ca5befd305c973f75b3.pdf [Accessed
10th of March 2014]
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Quartz sand
Dolomite

3 cm/m2
floor
bathroom

3380
1500

Portland cement

376

Aluminum
cement

1130

751
Gypsum
376

Tape100

PVAC
sampolymer
PVC film

727.6 m /
house

Rubber

Tiles101

Centro 20x20 cm
Tiles ”square”

Water

Tap water

Water
proofing102

Weber tec 2

7.05
0.371

12 kg / m2 9125.5
wall and
flooring
Mixing for 7040
all material
+5%
cleaning
tools
1 kg / m2
899.6
bathroom
walls, floor
and
ceiling.

99

Silica sand, at
plant/DE U
Dolomite, at
plant/RER U
Portland
cement,
strength class Z
52.5, at
plant/CH U
Cement,
unspecified, at
plant/CH U
Gypsum,
mineral, at
mine/CH U
Vinyl acetate, at
plant/RER U

Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
Ecoinvent 2014)

PVC calendered
sheet E
Synthetic
rubber, at
plant/RER U
Ceramic tiles, at
regional
storage/CH U
Tap water, at
user/RER U

Industry
Estimate
data 2.0
Ecoinvent

Acrylonitrilebutadienestyrene
copolymer, ABS,
at plant/RER U

Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent

Ecoinvent (Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)
Ecoinvent Estimate

Product information sheet regarding Weber Floor Rapid 4360 [Online].
http://www.weber.se/uploads/tx_weberproductpage/printable_sheet_weber_floor_4360_base_flow_rapid.pd
f [Accessed 10th of March 2014]
100
Personal communication with Ann Fakt. Electrical tape RHE 15 product information from Stokvistapes AB.
101
Personal communication with sales department on Centro Kakel och Klinker AB
102
Product information sheet regarding Weber Tec 2 [Online].
http://www.weber.se/uploads/tx_weberproductpage/printable_sheet_weber_tec_2_tatskiktsmembran.pdf
[Accessed 10th of March 2014]
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Piping
Consumable Content
PVC103

MA104

Reference
value

PVC pipes

123 m
70.5 m
8.7 m
Cast iron pipes 123 m
70.5 m
8.7 m

100 Ø
75 Ø
50 Ø
100 Ø
75 Ø
50 Ø

Weight
[kg]/FU

Modelled with

Database

References

349

PVC pipe E

Industry
data 2.0

(Aarsleff,
2013)

1480

Cast iron, at
plant/RER U

Ecoinvent (Aarsleff,
2013)

Operations
Tool
Core drill105

Reference value
Hilti DD 200 2.6 kW
0.5 h/apartment

Cutter
machine106

DeWalt DW 777 1.8
4.35
kW
5 minutes/apartment
A 60BTB Dehumidifier 6236.2
640W
14 days per apartment
24/h a day
Pullman Ermator
89.3
A2000
385 W
8h/apartment

Dehumidifier
107

Dust-trap108

kWh/FU
37.7

103

Modelled with
Electricity, low
voltage,
production SE,
at grid/SE U
-

Database
Ecoinvent

Reference
(Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

Ecoinvent

-

Ecoinvent

(Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)
(Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

-

Ecoinvent

(Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

Product information regarding PVC pipes from Onninen webshop [Online] https://se.onnshop.com/
[Accessed 18th of January 2014]
104
Product information regarding MA pipes from Gustavsbergs rör catalog [Online] http://www.gustavsbergror.se/backnet/media_archive/original/9e053761c73ac9e85a3d69f01d2b3b77.pdf [Accessed 18th of January
2014]
105
Hilti DD 200 [Online] https://www.us.hilti.com/diamond-coring-%26-sawing/diamond-drillingtools/r3081[Accessed 20th of February 2014].
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Reciprocating
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KÄRCHER WD 7.500
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Milwaukee V 28
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84 Wh
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Bosch GSH27
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Battery
84 Wh
½ battery/apartment
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Tile saw118

Husqvarna TS230F
0.8 kW
0.5h/apartment
Disab CENTURION
LN200/9-1812 incl.
Kaeser Omega 83 PV
Diesel engine 242 kW
12h/9 apartment

Vacuum
suction119

11.6

-

Ecoinvent

9333.9

Diesel, burned
in dieselelectric
generating
set/GLO U

Ecoinvent

(Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)
(Binett and
Wangenborg,
2014)

Transportation
Consumable

EPS

Means of
transportation /
Distance [km]
Cement: Truck /
579.9120

tkm/FU

Modelled with

Database

Reference

3660

Transport,
lorry 16-32t,
EURO3/RER U
Container ship
ocean,
technology
mix, 27.500
dwt pay load
capacity RER S

Ecoinvent

(Nordenson, 2014)

-

Ecoinvent
ELCD
Ecoinvent

5880
121

Ship / 932

Fix

EPS:
Truck / 1518.4122
Ship / 18.7123
Truck / 269124

777
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552
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ELCD

(Nelfelt, 2014a)
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From factory in Rüdersdorf to Szczecin harbour plus Västerås harbour to Combimix AB to construction site
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From Szczecin harbour to Västerås harbour
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From factory in Netherlands to Combimix AB, Västerås to construction site [road ways]
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From factory in Netherlands to Combimix AB, Västerås to construction site [water ways]
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From factory in Motala to construction site
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Gloves:
Ninja

Truck / 529.5125
Van / 49.3126

0.953
0.0887

Boat / 18193.8127

32.7

Truck / 269128
Truck / 674129
Van / 0.85130
Plaster
Truck / 52.5131
Plasterboard Truck / 180132
Primer
Truck / 269133
Protective
Truck / 1223.3134
cardboard
Protective
Truck / 267.6135
plastic
Patching
Truck / 70136
material
Screed
Truck / 52.5137
Tape
Truck / 1011.3138
Boat / 18971.1139
Grout
Paint
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33.2
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365
48.4
53.9

*Transport,
van <3.5t/RER
U
Transport,
transoceanic
freight
ship/OCE U
-
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Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent
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(Nelfelt, 2014a)
(Coatings, 2012)
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(Ahlsell, 2013)
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7.5
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(Nelfelt, 2014a)
(Fakt, 2014)
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(Norgips, 2014)
(Nelfelt, 2014a)
(Grunda, 2014)

From Ansell factory in Thailand to harbour in Thailand plus harbour in Göteborg to Aarsleff Rörteknik
Rotebro
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From Aarsleff Rörteknik Rotebro to construction site in Uppsala
127
From Thailand to Göteborg
128
From factory in Motala to construction site
129
From factory in Arlöv to Nordsjö Idé och Design, Uppsala
130
From Nordsjö Idé och Design, Uppsala to construction site
131
From factory in Sollentuna to construction site
132
From factory in Örebro to construction site
133
From factory in Motala to construction site
134
From factory (unknown location) to Nordiskt Papper AB in Kungsängen to Grunda AB in Ulricehamn to
construction site
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From Trioplast AB factory to Ahlsell in Sollentuna through Ahlsell logistics central in Hallsberg to
construction site
136
From factory in Sala to construction site
137
From factory in Sollentuna to construction site
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From factory in China to construction site [road ways]
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From factory in China to construction site [water ways]
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Tiles
Water
Water
proofing
Piping

Truck / 1489.1140
Ship / 48.9141
Tap water
distribution system
Truck / 269142

Piping material

13600
446
-

-

Ecoinvent
ELCD
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-

Ecoinvent

(Åkerman, 2014)
(Nelfelt, 2014a)

tkm/FU

Modelled with

Database

PVC

Means of
transportation /
Distance [km]
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Ecoinvent (PipeLife,
2014)

MA (Cast iron)

Truck / 567144

838

Transport, lorry
16-32t,
EURO3/RER U
-
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From factory in Czech republic to storage in Järfälla to construction site [road ways]
From factory in Czech republic to storage in Järfälla to construction site [water ways]
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From factory in Motala to construction site
143
From factory in Ljung to Onninen storage in Örebro to construction site
144
From factory in Halmstad to construction site
141
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Appendix B

Figure 15: Basement floor drawing
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Figure 16: Floor 2 drawing
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Figure 17: Floor 3-7 drawing
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